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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Department of Planning and Environment, Transport for NSW and City of Ryde Council are
working together to investigate opportunities to revitalise Macquarie Park.
A key aim of the investigation is to retain a commercial core to support long-term employment
growth, and identify opportunities to enhance the area’s existing role as a major commercial
centre.
The investigation will also identify potential opportunities for more jobs, homes, shops and
restaurants within walking distance of the train stations. The investigation will also include an
assessment of the infrastructure needed to support the area into the future, including
improvements to transport, open space and community facilities.
The investigation will be undertaken in two stages. Stage one will be the preparation of a draft
Land Use and Infrastructure Strategy. Following Stage one, there will be an invetsgation hold point
to undertake an assessment of infrastructure costs which will inform whether to proceed with the
second stage of the investigations. The second statge of the investigation would involve the
preparation and exhibition of a detailed draft rezoning proposal.
This report includes a summary of the engagement program, consultation undertaken to date, the
results of an online survey and the next steps in the investigation process.

2.

ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY

There will be ongoing opportunities for community and stakeholder engagement throughout the
investigation process. A summary of the consultation program is provided in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Consultation Program
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3. ENGAGEMENT TO DATE
Community and stakeholder input is an important part of the investigation process and there will be
a range of opportunities to take part throughout the investigation. To ensure the community is
informed about the Macquarie Park Investigation, a range of communication tools are being used
to seek community engagement. A summary of the engagement undertaken to date is provided
below.

Landowner
briefing

A landowner briefing session was held on the 3 March 2016. The
session provided an overview of the investigation process and how
landowners can get involved. Approximately 50 people attended the
briefing session. Letters were sent to all landowners within the
Macquarie Park investigation area to raise awareness of the briefing
session.

Community
Information
Drop in
session

A drop-in session was held at the North Ryde School of Arts Hall on
16 March 2016 to provide the community with an overview of the
investigation process and the opportunity to discuss issues with the
project team. Around 50 people attended the session. A newsletter
was delivered to 6,200 surrounding residents and businesses within
the Macquarie Park investigation to raise awareness of the drop-in
session. The drop-in session was also advertised on the
Department’s Macquarie Park webpage.

Website

A dedicated Macquarie Park webpage is available on the
Department’s website to provide an overview of the investigation
and allow people to register for project updates. The webpage will
be updated throughout the investigation process.

Online Survey

In March 2016, the Department launched an online survey to seek
the community’s feedback on what people currently like about
Macquarie Park and what improvements they would like to see in
the future. The online survey was made public on the Macquarie
Park website between 30 March and 22 May 2016. A total of 1037
responses were received.

Social media
campaign
(Facebook)

In April 2016, the Department launched an advertising campaign to
invite people to participate in the online survey and raise awareness
of the Macquarie Park Investigation. Advertisements reached 68,341
Facebook users in Macquarie Park and the surrounding area,
resulting in a total of 2,920 unique clicks to the Macquarie Park
webpage

Employee
Focus Group

In August 2016, the Department held a focus group session for
Optus employees to find out what would make Macquarie Park a
better place to work. Around 20 employees attended the workshop
and shared their ideas on a range of topics including urban design,
open space, public domain and transport improvements in
Macquarie Park. The Department will hold additional employee
focus group sessions with other organisations in the future.
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4. ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

4.1 Location of respondents
Over half of respondents live near the investigation area, and over 40% of respondents work within
the investigation area (see Figure 2).
I do not live or work in
the investigation area

7%

I work in the
investigation area

42%
I live near the
investigation area

51%

Figure 2: Respondents who live near, or work in, the investigation area

Of the 1037 respondents, just over 50% lived in either the Macquarie Park/North Ryde postcode
2113 (33%) or Marsfield/Eastwood postcode 2122 (18%).
This was followed by respondents that lived in the Ryde postcode 2112 (5%), Pymble postcode
2073 (3%), and Epping postcode 2121 (2%). The remaining respondents (39%) lived in other
areas.

33%

39%

North Ryde/
Macquarie Park

Other areas

3%
18%

5%

Marsfield/
Eastwood

Ryde

Pymble

2%
Epping

Figure 3: Location of respondents
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4.2 Respondent profile
Of those who completed the survey, 50% were female, 47% were male, and 2% selected ‘other’.
Other

2.4%

Female

Male

50.3%

47.3%

Figure 4: Gender of respondents

The majority of respondents were aged under 44 years, with those age groups making up over
60% of survey respondents. A breakdown of the age profile of respondents is provided in Figure 5.
The proportion of the respondents aged 25-34 (25%), 35-44 (28%) and 45-54 (22%) was larger
compared to the age distribution within the Ryde Local Government Area (LGA). In 2011, 16% of
the Ryde population was aged 25-34, 15% were aged 35-44 and 13% were 45-54 years.
Older than 65

4%

Younger than
15

1%

15-24 years

9%

55-64 years

11%
25-34 years

25%
45-54 years

22%
35-44 years

28%
Figure 5: Age profile of respondents
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4.3

What respondents currently like about Macquarie Park

Participants were asked what they currently like about Macquarie Park. The responses, from
highest to lowest are provided in Figure 6. A number of respondents selected more than one
answer in their response. The graph below includes the total number of responses received.
A number of respondents chose to specify their own response to this question. Responses
included proximity to the City and convenience to work, leisure and shopping activities. The
detailed responses are included in Attachment A to this report.

It's close to the Macquarie Centre

689

I can use public transport to get to
Macquarie Park

487

I can work close to where I live

419

There are a range of job opportunities

309

It's close to Macquarie University

275

I have access to sporting and recreation
opportunities

267

My employer provides facilities on site
(e.g. childcare, gym, parking)
Other (specified)
None of the above

184

119

99

Figure 6: What respondents currently like about Macquarie Park
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4.4 Summary of Responses
The survey included five questions asking respondents to identify their top priorities for Macquarie
Park across a range of topics. Respondents were asked to provide their top three priorities for the
following:


How Macquarie Park could be enhanced



Transport improvements



Community facilities



Recreation and sporting



Natural environment

The priorities for each question, ranked highest to lowest, are provided in Attachment B.

4.4.1 How could Macquarie Park be
enhanced?
Respondents were asked how Macquarie Park could
be enhanced to make it a better place to live and work.
Respondents were asked to pick their top three
priorities. The top three priorities were improved public
transport, restaurants and cafes and night-time activity.

Restaurants
and cafes

How
Macquarie
Park could
be enhanced

Reduced traffic
congestion

More car
parking

Transport

Improved
public
transport

More
frequent
train
services

Night-time
activity

4.4.2 Transport priorities for
Macquarie Park
Respondents were asked their top three
transport improvements they would like to
see in Macquarie Park. Respondents were
asked to pick their top three priorities. The
top three priorities were reduced traffic
congestion, more car parking and more
frequent train services
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4.4.3 Priorities for community
facilities in Macquarie Park
Respondents were asked their top three
priorities for community facilities in
Macquarie Park. The top three priorities
were schools, entertainment and event
spaces and community spaces.

Schools
Entertainment
and event
spaces

4.4.4 Recreation and sporting
priorities in Macquarie Park
Respondents were asked their top three
recreation and sporting priorities for
Macquarie Park. The top three priorities
identified were parks, children’s
playgrounds and fitness circuits and
running paths.

Community
facilities

Community
spaces

4.4.5 Environmental priorities in
Macquarie Park
Respondents were asked their top
three environmental priorities for
Macquarie Park. The top three
priorities identified were protection of
natural areas, more trees and more
landscaping of streets.

Parks

Children's
playgrounds
Protection of
natural areas

Recreation
and
sporting

Environment
Fitness
circuits and
runing
paths

More trees
More
landscaping
of streets
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4.5 Housing preference in Macquarie Park
If there was to be more housing in Macquarie Park, respondents were asked, what type of housing
they think would be most suitable for the area.
Respondents thought the most suitable type of housing was terraces/townhouses (52%), followed
by apartments (41%), and houses (27%).
A number of respondents chose to specify their own response to this question. Issues raised in the
responses include high rise housing, infrastructure delivery and housing diversity. The detailed
responses are included in Attachment C to this report.

Houses

27%

Terraces/townhouses

52%

Apartments,

41%
Figure 7: Respondents housing preference in Macquarie Park

4.6 Vision for Macquarie Park
Respondents were asked how they would like Macquarie Park to look and feel in the future.
Participants were asked to outline, in their own words, their vision for the future of Macquarie Park.
A snapshot of the responses received is shown in Figure 8. The detailed written responses are
provided in Attachment D.

Less road traffic,
easier to get around by
walking or public
transport

An urban oasis that is close to
employment, retail, entertainment,
and well connected by public
transport

A community feel
with spaces to relax
and exercise

More vibrant and
people orientated,
finer grain and
walkable community

A vibrant and
innovative place to
live and work

Village atmosphere

A social hub and
urban nightlife

Modern, social and
integrated with nature

A family friendly
community that has all
facilities in close
proximity

A hub of retail,
employment and
residential

A vibrant
community

More green
space

Green and clean with
a mixture of high and
low density housing

Less traffic congestion
and more parking

Figure 8: Snapshot of how respondents would like Macquarie Park to look and feel
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4.6.1 Key Vision Themes
A summary of the most common themes raised in the responses to how Macquarie Park should
look and feel in the future is provided in Figure 9. The most common themes raised were more
open space, parks and natural areas and less traffic and more car parking.
The detailed written responses are included in Attachment D.
More open spaces, parks
and natural areas

18%

Less traffic and more
parking

17%

Community atmosphere

14%

Improved public transport

7%

A good place for families

7%

More facilities

6%

A 'modern' place to live
More schools

4%
3%

Figure 9: Key themes identified in respondents vision response
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4.7 Summary of Key Findings
In summary, the key findings from the online survey include:


The majority of respondents either lived near the investigation area (51%) or worked in the
investigation area (42%).



The majority of respondents lived in the Macquarie Park/North Ryde postcode 2113 (33%)
or Marsfield/Eastwood postcode 2122 (18%).



The majority of respondents were aged between 25-34 years (24%), 35-44 years (28%), or
45-54 years (22%). The survey has a larger proportion of the respondents within these
ages groups compared to Ryde LGA. In 2011, 16% of the Ryde population was aged 2534, 15 % were aged 35-44 and 13% were 45-54 years.



The top three things respondents currently like about Macquarie Park were: its proximity to
Macquarie Centre (68%), public transport access to Macquarie Park (48%), being able to
work close to where they live (41%).



Respondents’ top three priorities for enhancements for Macquarie Park were: improved
public transport, restaurants and cafes, and night-time activity.



Respondents’ top three priorities for transport improvements in Macquarie Park were:
reduced traffic congestion, more car parking, and more frequent train services.



Respondents’ top three priorities for community facilities in Macquarie Park were: schools,
entertainment and events spaces, and community spaces.



Respondents’ top three priorities for recreation and sporting activities in Macquarie Park
were: parks, children’s playgrounds, and fitness circuits and running paths.



Respondents’ top three environmental priorities for Macquarie Park were: protection of
natural areas, more trees, and more landscaping of streets.



Respondents thought the most suitable type of housing was terraces/townhouses (52%),
followed by apartments (41%), and houses (27%).



Respondents were asked how they would like Macquarie Park to look and feel in the future.
Common themes were: more open space and parks; less traffic and more parking; and a
community atmosphere.

5. NEXT STEPS
The Department, City of Ryde Council and TfNSW have commenced precinct investigations for
Macquarie Park. The investigations include a range a technical studies, including urban design,
traffic and transport, employment, social infrastructure and economic feasibility. These studies will
be undertaken over the coming months, and along with community and stakeholder input, will help
inform future planning for Macquarie Park.
The results of the online survey will be used to help inform the future vision of Macquarie Park and
will identify key priorities and issues to be considered in the preparation of draft plans. There will be
further opportunities for community involvement in the investigation, including stakeholder
workshops, surveys and community information sessions, and the feedback received throughout
the investigation will help shape future plans for the area.
The investigation will be undertaken in two stages. Stage one will be the preparation of a draft
Land Use and Infrastructure Strategy which will include future land use options and supporting
infrastructure needs for the precinct. The draft Land Use and Infrastructure Strategy and
discussion paper will be released in late 2016 for community and stakeholder feedback.
The second stage of the investigation will be the preparation of a detailed rezoning proposal, which
would include proposed planning controls, a traffic and transport plan, public domain strategy and
a comprehensive infrastructure schedule for the precinct.
A summary of the next steps in the investigation process is provided in Figure 10.

3rd Qtr
2016.

Release Consultation Update Report and Strategic Employment
Review

4th Qtr.
2016

Late
2016

Stakeholder workshops

Stage 1 Exhibition: Land Use and Infrastructure Strategy

Figure 10: Next steps
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Attachment A:
Written responses to online survey
Question 3: What do you currently like about Macquarie Park?







































No spatial benefits
Convenient location for work, rest and play
Convenient distance to my work, leisure and shopping
Trees. Mostly pleasant to walk around. Food options improving.
I don't.
It's where my industry is based.
It's got everything I need there - a hub in the Northwest / Ryde area
Central location in Sydney metro and nice place to live and work.
Close to public transport to city
The Original Nth Ryde landscape
Nothing it's a traffic jam constantly even trying to get my kids to school at Kent Road PS
at both drop off & pick up need to give myself 40 mins to combat traffic & then locate a
parking spot
It is where my employer is based
A lot of technology and progressive organisations to choose from.
Lots of tree and its clean
I work here, unfortunately not enough PARKING
Public transport takes me OVER 2 hours. Driving takes over 1 hour. And parking is
pathetic. I did not choose to work in the area my company moved here. Crossing the
roads to get from carpark to the office is extremely dangerous!
Not enough local transport for some areas.
Room to grow with businesses that create longer term wealth for the economy. Not
overrun by apartments that only create short term wealth.
My parents live "next door" & we use the area to shop & stay in accommodation when
visiting
It is time Macquarie Park became more like a park with gardens and landscape features
to make it distinctive.
Working next door to my Childs trusted childcare
I work in Pymble (Bayer) and commuting there is quite easy.
It's close to Lane Cove National Park
It's a very nice area and has easy access to the city
It's a very nice residential area which is only 20 mins away from city (during non-peak
hours)
It's where my job is.
it’s a great place to live with a multicultural community
Home
Good public transport to the CBD
We just need more affordable homes, units so we can stay close to all the things that
attract us to the area, as housing is way expensive. I would like to see more two and
three bedrooms getting build
Transport to CBD
Lots of trees, friendly area, very quiet.
Good public transport options in this area. Access to local and city.
It is a great area close to city and central to everything. A great place to raise a family
Good schools
Good shopping centre
My workplace moved there
It has access to just about everything
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Good transport links to the city where I work
easy access to Lane cove national park
Great new Westfield for shopping and Ice Rink
My employer is in Macquarie Park
Should be more transport
It's central location
It is a nightmare to move around to get home
Local community groups, playgroup and church is in the area.
Its leafy outlook
Have to put up with it as that's where work is
I have grown up in the Ryde area
I can drive and park where I work
Great place to live near
Vicinity to city and motorways & shopping centres.
Green, friendly,
Centred around public transport
It is close to everywhere in Sydney. I have lived here for 50+ years
it is central to all areas of Sydney
Blenheim Road Dog Park
Blenheim road dog park
close to public transport to city
Close to Lane Cove National Park
Trees - it has a nicer feel than the city
It's close to Lane Cove National Park
Trees lining Herring Rd between Epping Rd and Ivanhoe Place
Easy access to the rest of greater Sydney and cbd
Not much - over developed, transport difficult even with trains as getting to stations hard
Convenient commute to the city
I can use public transport to get to the city; proximity to other areas I frequent
Close to national park for walking and lots of trees and parks in the area
I am a local resident
It isn't too far from the CBD
Open space, lovely trees which are generations old, parks, birds. All these make
Macquarie park one of the best places to live. Don't make it a concrete jungle like
Chatswood.
I can cycle to work. Many more bike paths needed.
It's close to Macquarie Hospital.
Big Corporations headquarters
Parks and outdoor recreation areas
No parking facilities for commuters as not everyone lives within walking distance to
transport
Salvation Army
Not as busy as Parramatta and Eastwood but good connections with public transport.
Feels safe in this area. Close to lane cove national park.
It's getting too overpopulated and doesn't have the infrastructure to support the amount
of people in the area
Easy road access to city, metro north, metro south
It backs onto Lane Cove National Park, so is incredibly beautiful place to live
Like that it is growing and that you have given the public the ability to give more ideas
Great walking and running tracks close to the river
It's close to the M2
The friendly neighbourhood
Parking, driving to work, close to services such as RTA, HCF, doctors etc
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I work in Macquarie Centre
Proximity to Lane Cove National Park
Nice quiet residential neighbourhood
Good suburban feel (e.g. football ovals, parks, suburbia) conveniently near important
amenities.
All the greenery
It's quiet and safe but there's easy access to facilities
It is a great spot but needs better transport links to the greater west. A direct train or bus
service to Mt Druitt/St Marys or Penrith would benefit many people who currently have to
catch train then bus or 3 trains to get to Macquarie Park.
Good public transport into City
It's easy to get to the city for work
I feel the area is already overdeveloped
There are parks for families with young children.
National Park close by, leafy out look
The train line!
It has a range of services that I regularly use
I don't like it much
Access to public transport into the city, nice bush area nearby
Accessibility to the city
Living close to work means that I can ride my bicycle to work
Its central
Not much
Nothing. It is a hole.
Nothing - one of Australia's greatest bottlenecks.
It’s a ghost town
Great schools in the area
It is close to shops, public transport and bushland
handy to places
It's a very central location to many parts of the Sydney metropolitan area, with ready
access to public transport and motorways
Easy access to city, airport etc
I have lived in North Ryde for 34 years and I work in North Ryde
Community
Proximity to the city, and Ryde Rd. Only kidding - bury it!
I own a rental property at Macquarie Park
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Attachment B:
Ranked Survey Responses
Question
Question 4

Responses
Responses from highest to lowest:

How do you think Macquarie Park could be
enhanced to make it an even better place
to live and work? (Pick your top three)

1.
Improved public transport
2.
Restaurants and cafes
3.
Night-time activity
4.
More housing choice
5.
Parks and green space
6.
Retail and shops
7.
Walking and cycling paths
8.
Outdoor dining
9.
Community facilities
10. Community space
Priorities from highest to lowest:

Question 5
What transport improvements would you
like to see in Macquarie Park? (Pick your
top three)

Question 6 a)
What are your top three priorities for
community facilities in Macquarie Park?

Question 6 b)
What are your top three priorities for
recreation and sporting in Macquarie
Park?

Question 6 c)
What are your top three priorities for the
environment Macquarie Park?

1.
Reduced traffic congestion
2.
More car parking
3.
More frequent train services
4.
More cycleways
5.
More frequent bus services
6.
Better pedestrian links
7.
Additional bus routes
Priorities from highest to lowest:
1.
Schools
2.
Entertainment and event spaces
3.
Community spaces
4.
Childcare centres
5.
Libraries
6.
Lighting
7.
Street furniture
8.
Community centres
9.
Public toilets
Priorities from highest to lowest:
1.
Parks
2.
Children’s playgrounds
3.
Fitness circuits and running paths
4.
Sports fields
5.
Multi-use sporting facilities
6.
Gyms and aquatic centres
7.
BBQs and picnic areas
8.
Skate parks.
Priorities from highest to lowest:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Protection of natural areas
More trees
More landscaping of streets
Rooftop gardens/green walls
Recycling and waste management
Community gardens.
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Attachment C:
Written responses to online survey
Question 7: If there was to be more housing in Macquarie Park, what type of housing
do you think would be most suitable for the area?
































Stop adding unit complexes
Enough now
Far too much apartment development but it is clear this will only get worse very
disappointing
Too many apartments being built or about to be built as it is!
But need enough roads and public transport to cope with the population!!!
No more housing/houses please - it’s getting too congested
Macquarie Park should be chiefly commercial
No new housing, should remain business focused
There's too many apartments already. Too much traffic in the area to bring in more
people. You need to solve the residential parking issues first
Way too many now
Mixed use development like shop top housing or European housing that encourages
walkable environments. Currently I need to drive to get to shops, parks & community
centres!
Low to medium density. High rises create shadows that darken an area and doesn’t feel
inviting
No Housing in Macquarie Park
None really it is already over crowded
None - too congested already
I see multiple multi-storeys are being built up when it's certainly big issue in controlling
traffic congestion. It takes up to 30 mins to drive 2km from 78 Waterloo Road to Epping
Road that I think City council should review its current infrastructure against planned
development in the area
Already too many people living and working for transport infrastructure
NONE - It is already over congested. You want to restrict parking and force "Green"
buildings forcing us to cross dangerous roads from carpark to work. At the same time
you want to increase council rates by building hideous over congested low quality
residential buildings that will be the slums of the future! Increasing congestion.
Mixed use but with high NAThers ratings
Keep developers out
Large house sized apartments for families
Not enough space for other type
There is already high density residential going up, without adequate extra parking or road
infrastructure to cope
More single story small buildings would attract more retirees who want a one-level
dwelling with a small garden
No more apartments or high rises
None! There's too much development already.
I see too much high density development. I worry about infrastructure, community and
traffic consequences
The infrastructure is not there for all the apartments that are being built here e.g. schools,
public transport etc
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No more until congestion issues sorted
Needs to be improved road system if more apartments
I think there is plenty of development taking place. No more is required
There is already more than enough housing. Stop building high rises
Doesn’t really need any more, but if you did at least have the foresight to think about
congestion 20-30 ahead!
There are enough of apartments being built with no transport infrastructure
With all the developments slated it is at max capacity. I can no longer get out of my
driveway at peak evening periods
Mixture of above
It is already too congested
No more development of any kind
No more high rise
Mix of all types
None. Absolutely no more housing
Affordable housing accessible to employment for key workers
Purpose built student accommodation given proximity to uni. This will relieve the
pressure on housing demand for general population
High rise density around stations
Stop overbuilding and overcrowding with no infrastructure
None
Although I think there is enough housing already
No more please!!! Too many already and it will increase traffic - no!
None, too much traffic as it is
I don't think there should be additional high density housing in Macquarie Park, the area
is becoming too overcrowded already
NO MORE HIGHRISE, YOU ARE DESTROYING THE PLACE!
3 bedrooms
A mix
None, over crowded
High-rise buildings so wildlife don’t lose their homes
No more developments. It is already far too overcrowded. The roads are severely
congested and at a standstill in peak hour. Lane Cove Road has become a car park,
especially within 3km of the M2 entry
A range of options with appropriate links to transport and other infrastructure.
No more!!!!!
None is already overpopulated for the infrastructure and available resource.
There is enough apartments in the area
No more!
Not a priority due to concerns of impact on own home value
None. There is enough new housing already being built
We don't need more apartments!
A mix of all three, and masterplanned, but not gated
There is enough already congested
None
No more housing. Macquarie Park Already has too many high rise apartments.
Mixed housing preferred
Nothing the roads can't cope now!!!
None, as there are already problems with traffic congestion in the area
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No More High Rise
No more construction. New construction is destroying the natural habitat.
No more housing until infrastructure is improved
None, they've built it up enough
Not sure
But not super high rise - creates too much shade
No more apartments
Affordable medium density level housing (not high rise)
Low rise apartments
Affordable Housing
Mixture of different tenure types, to diversify community, ie. private, affordable for
essential workers etc.
Less housing please. Will reduce congestion
Mix of high to mid density. High close to rail
Ensuring affordable housing/government housing for disadvantaged populations and
families - to ensure they aren't pushed out by current developments.
None please - enough apartments already!
Less high density adding to traffic chaos
No more housing area is already over populated, traffic is horrendous people using back
streets & endangering child safety
No more apartments!!!
Southern side of Epping rd. should be considered, and Macquarie Park should be
retained as a business, retail centre
Less apartments, already too congested
Single level 2-3 bedroom Villas/ houses with generous enough open plan living area and
small private gardens and convenient to public transport for older residents to downsize
into
Don't turn the area into a ghetto. Its suburbia and it's being ruined by overdevelopment
No more of any accommodation. Too many people already!
No more housing without schools!
None, the area can't handle the housing it has
Mixed housing and retail buildings
Before you build more apartments consider bulldozing Marsfield first. Its cal-de-sac
haven and single lane side streets being used for rat runs to Macquarie Park are as
congested as arterial corridors during peak traffic. The obvious solution is to flatten the
suburb and rebuild from scratch. Good luck with that!
No more, needs more commercial premises
Absolutely no more
Mixture of housing stock
No more apartments or high rise
I would prefer less development of an already overdeveloped suburb
There have been several developments approved in recent years which involve tall
towers. Congestion will worsen as these are built, and schools and parks will become
overcrowded. I acknowledge the benefits of increasing housing close to business parks,
and feel that terraces are a good compromise
High density apartments
No more high rise. It's going to be like Manhattan one day
None
Control cars coming into congested area - zone for residences without garages
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Attachment D:
Written responses to online survey
Question 10: In your own words, tell us how you would like Macquarie Park to look and feel
in the future. For example, why will people want to live, work and spend time here?































social Hub
to be the Innovation Centre for NSW
leafy green healthy environment to live, work and exercise
Have better crossings. It’s so hard to cross the road
An established human scale employment centre where the pedestrian is the focus.
Would like to ensure that the community feel remains rather than having many more
large scale developments that gridlock the area
Easy to get around, quiet location, parks and playgrounds for children, affordable
markets
A naturally beautiful suburb with state of the art facilities
A leading Business hub for Sydney, where you have easy access to work either via
public transport, car or bicycle with the ease to duck out to the shopping centre.
I would like Macquarie Park to keep building on the current atmosphere present in the
Marsfield area. Natural parks, sports facilities, youth centres and community centres
Such a centre location full of good facilities and potential for improvement and with
Business Park next door. Who wouldn't want to live there? Having everything you need
on a day to day basis to care for your family without the stress of long commutes makes
this area a promising Sydney Suburb. I wish the children's playgrounds were also
updated and upgraded to accommodate older kids. Little gyms are a must for any child's
development. Youth centres are also crucial to ensure that our children integrates well
with the community having also the chance to learn new sports, music, theatre, etc..
Macquarie Park has the potential to epitomise the work-life balance. It's already a
business hub, has a fantastic shopping centre and university and great public transport.
In the future, development could focus on housing, building a stronger residential
community/cosy small-town feel, but maintaining the green, quieter reputation that it has
built for itself
Less like a CBD, more domestic feel
More green and less congested.
Easier and more pleasant pedestrian experience
Green, easy to get to and from
Keep the ideal of Sustainable development in all projects. Encourage more to use public
transport or cycles rather than cars. lead in the way of waste management and green
sustainable practices
Central North West Sydney Business and Recreational hub
Easy access to amenities yet there is sufficient open spaces/parks/trees.
More community feel than Mon-Fri
Relaxed urban living close to good facilities
Less congested & green
Traffic congestion and lack of effective public transport from the Northern Beaches needs
to be addressed as a priority
Look and feel like crows nest
More dog parks
To ensure it retains its current natural look and feel
Social, location, convenience, transport. But we need cafes in the area!
A community that is close to transport and had great facilities
I would like it to be a full service environment with enough facilities of all types that a
resident never has to leave if they so choose.
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green, inviting, environmental, open views
certainly diff to Chatswood, relaxing
More schools. Traffic not a nightmare
Good places to eat, pleasant to walk around, diversity in jobs, good transport.
Safe and friendly community
I would like it to be ecofriendly and have a range of shops and facilities that will mean
people will not have to go to the Sydney CBD at all where everything they need is in
Macquarie Park
Macquarie Park to increase in density with corresponding improvements to public
transport (light rail and metro) and roads - fix Herring Road congestion.
Not too many high rise units which will overcrowd the area. Parking at the train stations
so they can be used by many people
Keep as many trees and natural bush as possible
Not as overcrowded and over trafficked as it is now
I want Macquarie Park to be like a giant park
Macquarie Park is a nice central place to work away from the hustle and bustle of the
city, but still with a great shopping centre and facilities. As it grows, I would like to see it
give more priority to those who use public transport by improving pedestrian access.
Walking from the station to work is like playing a game of frogger, dodging traffic. There
are little to no zebra crossings or pedestrian links. It is really great to get out of the office
and go for a run around Macquarie Park, so the pedestrian links would help keep that
vibe also
Less congested, more of a social hub, better nightlife, more parking, increase in outdoor
dining. People will want to live and spend time here as it is nicer than the city with a leafy,
relaxed feel and more laid back than the city, close to home and easy to travel to/from.
A vibrant place to live and work during the day with a busy lively night life that fun and
friendly to couples & families. A place where I can take my partner out to dinner at night
without feeling like I'm eating at the food court in the shopping mall.
Significantly improved public domain - wider footpaths, weather protection, active uses in
between the cube farm of office blocks
Like a city designed for people, not for cars
More parking spaces
A safer place to work. You need more pedestrian crossings near bus stops and crossing
points
More connection between all the businesses and university etc. A good
events/conference centre would be good.
Easier to get to from the Lower North Shore
Live and work
A more community feel with spaces to relax and exercise
Hub for employment and activity, family friendly, reduced traffic congestion
Well planned high density trendy like New York for students and young workers but
surrounded by suburban homes with families. A good vibe and self-contained so less
traffic and transport issues!
It feels like an outpost. It would be great to have a friendly hub that bustles during the
week, at night and on weekends
Modern mini city
More outdoor space and vibe - rather than focus around a shopping centre that is all
indoors - street cafes, reason to walk around and explore.
I would love it to feel like Surry Hills!
Need better access from Northern Beaches
No towers more trees
Lifestyle, with work and leisure
Perfect
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I am afraid of growing issues with car traffic, all that development without developing the
roads is making the area so congested
To feel more like a place to live then other people’s investments
A hub of retail, employment and residential with ease of traffic access and public
transportation
More space for kid!
Look less congested - we do not need another concrete jungle! Stop approving high rise
apartment construction!
Modern living with work and life balance
A mix of commercial (retail), commercial (business), residential (housing) and
restaurants/cafes giving the area continued life beyond the Monday to Friday 9-5
business hub focus. More outdoor gym equipment and more green space and parks to
have lunch in. Currently there are no parks in the area where you can go in your
lunchbreak and sit outside
Needs to be modern, edgy, environmentally friendly
Suburban feel, lots of trees and greenery. Not too built up with concrete buildings
Macquarie Park needs a housing regeneration to attract younger people to move out of
the CBD/Inner city and be closer to employers as length of commute is the number 1
reason people do not want to work in the area
More people living in the area, with more housing/apartments
Closer to work
innovative and business focused
more lively space
More food places for the workers in Macquarie Park area
A green wild life friendly environment will be a motivating factor for people to work and
spend time in Macquarie park
family friendly comfortable green spaces caters for teenager and young children
don't change a thing
It's a quiet and safe suburb
Like it used to....like a residential suburb
Good transportation links, good community services, close to the Lane Cove NP, good
shopping options and dining/entertainment
I want Macquarie Park to look, feel and BE safe for persons and for property at all times
of the day
Not a high density slum or a cement jungle filled with congested traffic and wall to wall
buildings. It is so important to get the balance right now, with facilities such as transport,
schools and services that will support the already over populated are. More communal
spaces that encourage development of community, to encourage people to go outside
and be active and to have enough trees and natural spaces to still promote clean air and
spaces for native animals to live. People want to be in this area because it is such a
central location, great shops, close to the city but still with natural spaces
I am concerned the area is becoming so congested people won't want to come.
Relaxing
Like a community, not a business park
In the near future, I hope to see my son go off with his bike to Macquarie Park by himself
without worrying he'll be hit by a car
being able to work close to home and find PARKING, have it convenient a place to work,
do shopping and general enjoy the surroundings such as bars and gyms
Easy access to transport, choices of living arrangement, proximity to shops and offices
It's a bit soul less. You need people actually living out here and it should be better
connected to other areas
Family friendly
I would like to see the nearby business park expanded to include more companies (if
possible). I would also like to see that Macquarie Park does not have any high rise
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apartment buildings and that only Townhouses and normal 1 to 2 storey houses are built
around the area
Macquarie Park was originally a business area, it is now overcrowded and a nightmare to
park or get to. Makes going to work very difficult. I have worked here for 8 years.
More parking
great community atmosphere
Convenient to major facilities
Involve the surrounding community, residence. Workers will always come to work and
may be visit on weekend occasionally. Residences are permanent, they are here day in
day out. Be inclusive
Family friendly professional environment
People will love to have all in very near distance
Liveable area that is an social hub and also commercial
Live
free parking facilities
It would provide a pleasant leafy green suburb in which to reside
Stay as a commercial core
To look and feel welcoming. At the moment it’s not a place I want to visit on a regular
basis other than work. Macquarie Park is one the most complex places to access in
Sydney by transport
Green
Opportunity to live close to work but without the dirt and crowds of the CBD.
More public parking for work, visit , shops
At All Shared Cycleway / BUS Stops there should be clearer signs to support who has
RIGHT OF WAY More Barriers should be used to SLOW Cyclists
Nice
Make it a relaxing alternative to the city. Improve sporting options outside of the
university and promote recycling
Easy to get to ... spacious.. happening
There should be a direct train line from central coast to Macquarie Uni train station
Less parking restrictions and better road management
Better transport
Walking space and open areas amongst apartments
It’s convenient and easy to get to but not too overcrowded
More varied mix of architecture, not all new pre-fab apartments and identical office
buildings, more trees, closer to what it was before the development and more of a
community feel. Markets on weekends, a night life with a variety of venues. Not just
centred around Macquarie Centre
Less industrialised, but rather green and inviting. Somewhere to go with friends and
family for a good time rather than an in between stop on the train or an area for mainly
workers
An easily accessible business and shopping precinct with not too high housing density
Lots of restaurants and shops and parking with no traffic congestion
More green and better restaurants
work life balance
easy affordable parking, good facilities and reduced traffic congestion
Centre of Sydney
Improved traffic & car parking
Modern, trendy suburb ie. building design, access to cafes and entertainment - retaining
more space and green areas relative to CBD
Easy to navigate, better paths. Easier to walk to and from main transport links to offices.
Currently very few pedestrian crossing so it’s quite dangerous
less traffic yet more community activities
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Working here is great but when it comes to getting home the traffic is terrible. Access to
major roads is bad and as more development occurs it will get worse. Can sometimes
take 30 minutes to get to Epping road from Byfield Street
Macquarie Park is a modern and ecofriendly business area which is easy to access and
do business
to be a quiet and secure area
You need to do underground tunnels to feed traffic into the park from Olympic park &
Pymble to get the congestion of Marsfield, Ryde it is so bad on even back streets.
Would like it to feel more vibrant and pleasant to walk around to cafes and restaurants
Contemporary city with lots of green and open space for community
needs to feel more residential and people friendly... very commercial and 'concrete' at the
moment
fun urban feel that is not dead after dark
Business centre with great job opportunities
Would like it be modern with all the facilities for healthy living
Cosmopolitan centre appealing to a wide cross section from students to residents to
workers.
Macquarie Park needs more car parking
More parking
Not as crowded as the city and you are able to drive to work
Needs to be attractive, comfortable with a feeling of space (which is what it used to be,
not the concrete jungle it's becoming now) and more easily accessible. We should not be
punished because we have to drive here to work - this is already causing problems for
organisations as they can't offer sufficient parking. There is no real public transport from
areas such as the northern beaches where I and many thousands of workers live, and
removing parking options is of serious detriment to these people and their employers. It's
becoming a less desirable area for employment as a result. Ryde Council seem to
believe that public transport access to Macquarie Park is similar to that of the CBD - this
is not the case
A hub of business, education and entertainment
more outdoor dining and cafes
Need more parking for offices
no traffic
Easier Access
The two biggest issues with Macquarie Park currently are the parking and traffic
congestion. Never mind reasons why the community would like to work and live in
Macquarie Park in the FUTURE, people are currently looking at leaving Macquarie Park
due to these issues.
More restaurants and cafes would be great - after 5pm Mac Park is a dead zone
Good community of people
work
There will be a range of diverse businesses that are housed there and sufficient parking
and pedestrian access to make it an easier place to spend time. At present there is
massive traffic congestion making it horrible to arrive between 8-9 and leave between
445-6.30
More restaurants and facilities that are NOT in the mall
More parking and ease traffic congestion
There are too many cars. Pedestrians are forgotten and walk in unsafe streets due to too
many cars and not enough separation between roads, driveways and pedestrians.
a mixture of food and entertainment of Parramatta and Chatswood
Interesting mix of university, commercial and retail - lively days and nights
I would like Mac Park to be a safe environment; the area is being overdeveloped as it is.
With more housing, there are more cars, more congestion, less room in schools - we
need more schools as well. Pedestrians are not safe in the investigation area as it is,
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there are no proper crossings on waterloo road at all for commuters. This was looked
into several years back with surveys again of this nature. Nothing has been done to date
apart from a few pavement upgrades - still no crossings
Restaurants and cafes to give the area life after business hours. This would take
advantage of the infrastructure already invested in the area
An Urban ecosystem, with plenty of underground parking. This would allow for business
to flourish in the area, as well as maintaining a natural landscape
Fun
innovative, fun, engaging, open
Cheaper property price
modern natural environment
Macquarie Park offers one of the best of Education, Shopping experience and job
opportunity. Unless there is improvement in traffic congestion, people who come to work
at Macquarie Park will not have pleasant feeling from it. The traffic is nightmare and it's
gotta be reviewed and fixed
It is green, has world class facilities and excellent public transport
Fix transport particularly car
This is a great place to live in Sydney. One thing that will really uplift this area and
improve everyone’s life is to provide a public hospital in Macquarie Park. Public hospital
is very much highly needed in this area that is so much growing and lot of families are
coming and settling here for good.
Clean, safe and an enjoyable place to work
....provide more parking
I have no choice but to work here. I live 20kms away and take over an hour each way
driving, AND you want to reduce parking!!! Public transport would take me over 2 hours
to get to work. I am in the Parramatta area. I refuse to wait 4 hours of my life each day
catching useless public transport
similar to now, it’s not as crowded as the CBD
I would like Macquarie Park to be somewhere that you have options for going out at night
time.
Pedestrian friendly not car centric
Like a self-contained community where people can live close to where they work.
A combined Residential/Business area
It should be a place where people can walk safely from public transport to work, shops or
homes. Right now it is created for CARS only and it is very dangerous for pedestrians.
Slow down the cars!!! and create pedestrian crossings!
Macquarie Park is great, minus the traffic as you have people coming from all directions
for work.
Clean and Friendly work location
Less congested, more parking, more green areas
It should become a more shopping, entertainment and community space after hours.
Presently the area is very quiet after work hours
More green fewer cars
Less foreign invested developments
Where they can commute safely. Desperately needs pedestrian crossing at Byfield and
Waterloo Road!
Less cars more nature
better transportation and green park
PARKING!!
It’s a very central location. Needs to focus on people that work there
Keep developers out of MP
I feel the area has room to grow however the infrastructure needs to be put in place
before the growth occurs. I have lived in and around the area for over 30 years and all I
have seen is more and more apartments, more people and more congestion to the point
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where on some days it takes me 10 min to go 400mtr to get into my street. People want
to live here as it is close to the city and motorways and has lots of parks and bushland
close by but the congestion is choking the life out of the area. Fix the parking problems
around the public transport hubs so people can actually get to them and they will use it. I
have noticed that people are parking up to 1 kilometre from stations to use public
transport and you wonder why people continue to use the roads??? Wake up and open
your eyes and you might see the problems that have been created by prior planners.
Similar to now, but with less traffic on the residential streets!
It's an efficient business centre because it has better public transport and less traffic
cutting through the area
greener spaces, more of a community feel so that people look after the area
Not be too dense
Community suburb with city life living
Time poor people don't want to travel across Sydney on inefficient public transport
N/A
A place to work, live, learns and shop - not many places can combine all these facets!
Needs to be focused as a business park. Not a residential park with some business
added on. The more apartments that are built, the less land is available for business.
Business is the economic driver, not someone’s residence. People can commute from
neighbouring suburbs with improved public transport and parking stations in and around
the area. Rail line is underutilised due to access to it and parking around it. Better traffic
light management would dramatically improve traffic congestion. People come to the
area for work in the day, they need to stay and/or come to the area for dinner and
shopping at night and weekends. Constant usage. Can't rely on uni students to support
the nightlife and shopping, employed people need to access the area
Large variety of activities available
I would like Macquarie Park to continue to be a leafy green area with improved traffic
conditions
More accessible and a cross of business and community
Too many high rises, no high school, traffic nightmare- all need to be attended
Better car access. Lady Game Dr, Millwood Rd - Delhi Rd are a complete bottleneck. 20
minutes to get about 1-2 kms every morning. Widen Delhi Rd Bridge so we can actually
get to work before you start putting in more facilities
It needs a greater open community feel. I stayed in the area last night & road access was
awkward, the streets were dark & life was focussed on the (great resource of) shops in
Macquarie centre. We need more street lighting, outdoor/street level eating, and options
for people interaction that isn't in the shopping centre
Like the new "green" developments in the CBD
I'd like to see better integration between residential, commercial, and hospitality/retail.
Better mixed use areas, better dining and nightlife would allow residents to live, work and
play in the area. I think there's a real lack of quality nightlife in the area, and would love to
see some small bars open
Please provide more public transport facilities since so many people commute there
All round better place with more services and less congestion
It should be a mini-city that has as many amenities as possible to support a range of
people
Improved roads to improve congestion and improved parking facilities
More like a community than a soulless business park
Macquarie Park is majorly a work precinct, most people will want to live here to be close
to work/or Uni. Lifestyle features of the area would be secondary. Therefore, ease of
access into and out of the area is required for it to be a desirable place to work. When
5pm hits, people unfortunately hoon out of the area as fast as possible as they will be
stuck otherwise, most of the traffic jams occurring trying to access the M2. Trains aren't a
desirable option for some office blocks as they are simply not nearby and a very long ride
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to some areas on the CityRail network, even if geographically close. There also needs to
be some council carpark options, rather than ever-increasingly raising street parking fees
to deter cars, public transport is not a viable option for a lot of people in the area
It would have schools within walking distance of the major transport hubs. Private
vehicles would be residents only with public transport so efficient everyone would want to
use it to travel to work
Make it pedestrian friendly with better road crossings and wider footpaths generally.
An area where people can access easily and in a timely matter (currently it is gridlocked
due to main rods and also has no parking)
it needs to feel less like an office park and more like a village
A safe, quiet and peaceful area in which to work and relax
There should be more clearly defined small strip shopping areas like Cox's Road with
restaurants, cafes and parks creating a distinctive neighbourhood feel e.g. the Italian
Quarter. There should be more options than Macquarie Centre for lunchtime food and
more spaces for healthy outdoor activities ie the Shrimptons Creek walk/cycle way where
people can stroll and sit outdoors
Environmentally friendly and community oriented
More multi-use sporting facilities, outdoor entertainment, bars and BBQ/picnic areas
Accessible, modern and functional
It needs to feel pleasant, with wide open green spaces. Not 'boxed in' and cramped like
Sydney CBD and Chatswood
There needs to be more parks/trees and general recreation space.
Peak hour traffic significantly reduced (did I say "peak hour"? More like "peak three hours
every morning and afternoon!)
Transport and community services need to catch up to population group
More bus routes less congestion
Well connected job hub
A place that is easy to get to for work and to get around and out of if you live there
Convenient, easy and good facilities
Peaceful oasis yet a vibrant and modern
Need to have overhead bridge across Epping road
I think it has potential to be a trendy up market looking but still affordable area to live
work and visit. I'd like more parks and more shopping/dining community outside of the
Macquarie centre
I would like Macquarie Park not to end up looking like on Hong Kong being overgrown
with apartments
place to work and live
More of a community with: open spaces to congregate, well-lit pedestrian and cycle path
access, less major roads and more public transport connecting to the city, entertainment
and arts options/precincts and more good food
I would like to see more public schools both primary and secondary. Reopening Ryde
High is a start but nowhere near enough to cater for the many new families moving into
new residential development
easy to get to and is the host to modern spaces and fun activities
I feel it is getting too dense. A cafe culture with good outdoor parks and facilities where
families can stay for the long term should be the goal
Don’t know
More green space and community spaces for people to congregate with family. We need
to instil a sense of community but can't do that without green areas, parks, play
equipment, BBQs and parking. It's still set up like a business park.
Green and leafy with reduced traffic
Modern but with lots of trees and vegetation
to feel life a vibrant and bubbly community that knows each other and supports each
other and has a sense of community
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Please do not make it an apartment ghetto
Engaging local community with prosperous local shops and community hubs
I used to live in Mac Park and it was dead on weekends with only a shopping centre. The
cafes are all closed outside of the centre. Would be nice to do things outside the
shopping centre. I still work in Mac Park and it takes me 30 mins to get out of Macquarie
Park after work each day because the traffic is so bad. If Macquarie park is going to be
enhanced then the transport problem definitely needs to be fixed to accommodate the
higher volume of people
Close to city, national park with plenty of recreational tracks and community services
More family friendly
Community not all apartments
Ryde should be family friendly with promotion of outdoor activities and community
engagement (E.g. Interwoven bike traffic parks encouraging children (and adults) to ride
in Ryde. The park would contain road signs, shops, gardens, hills, tunnels, connections
between parks and protect users from needing to cross major roads). Families from
outside Ryde should want to travel by train and enjoy the outside lifestyle between
Macquarie University, Macquarie Park, North Ryde and Eastwood train stations.
Public transport hub with quick access to surrounding suburbs
It's already a business park so we can build on it and cater for the working locals like
schools and childcare as well as restaurants for office functions
People will want to live here only if you don't overpopulate the area. The roads around
Macquarie Uni & shopping centre are at full capacity now. Macquarie area is turning
from a lovely quiet area close to the city into a hectic overcrowded cement traffic
congested area. Pretty soon the area will be all apartments, which will be very very sad.
I love this area and have lived here for over 25yrs but as reassessing if we will stay due
to overcrowding and the amount of traffic
Thriving industry built on sustainable development, situated amongst lush wilderness
a vibrant mixed use centre
Less traffic congestion - currently it is awful! Remove all street parking on major roads 7
days a week
Less traffic congestion, more children's playgrounds, more outdoor eating options.
Family friendly. Less expensive housing. More townhouses and houses, not apartments.
Easy to access, ecofriendly and opportunities for work and entertainment
A place of harmonious community of mixed age, ethnicity, demographic / educational /
professional backgrounds. A thriving area where both residents and working citizens can
freely enjoy all the facilities and convenience it has to offer without the negatives such as
congestion and overcrowding which, through careful planning and determined
implementation, can be dramatically improved
Needs to do transitions a lot better - e.g. from leafy residential through to the centres. At
the moment they grate with each other aesthetically
Add high schools & education facilities to cope with additional people living in area
It's a nice suburb with nice people
We don't want it filled with apartment blocks - we've already got that near Macquarie
Centre. Macquarie Park does not feel like a place where you can live as it is an industrial
precinct at the moment. Epping Road is congested enough; poor government planning
will make it even worse. The planning has to be spot on
I live AND work in the area. It could do with more places to go after work or for a work
function. Need a train station between Mac Uni and Epping at the moment I have to drive
to a train station to get into the city
More culture within the area. People would walk to the park for lunch and go straight from
work out for dinner and drinks. You'd have cyclists in cafes on Saturday and markets
every other Sunday
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More activities other than going to Macquarie centre, although it does offer a wide range
of things to do. Also better and more public transport with train lines connected to other
parts of Sydney instead of trains just to and from the city or Hornsby
It already feels good but to be great it needs to feel a bit safer and less industrial
At the moment it is where I work but close to home. As so much time is spent working, a
city should provide facilities and options and areas that promote work/life balance: areas
for families, green areas and social/entertainment zones and options of places to eat.
Parking and traffic is a major problem though that would need to be addressed.
It's a vibrant, exciting place that has excellent transport links and roads
Good housing, employment and recreational facilities
Because there a good schools- currently there are none
Please cover the children's playgrounds around the area! also more gated children's
playgrounds would be appreciated
One of the reasons we came to this area almost 10 years ago was for its central access
to most major hubs - Parramatta, Chatswood / city plus having Macquarie Park on our
door step for job opportunities. Great open spaces, sprawling business park which
backed onto the national park with lots of green space. All this while have great access
to schools and community facilities. Unfortunately the area is now becoming so
congested with traffic and a huge increase in population that access to our local facilities
and jobs it becoming increasingly difficult. It is now sometimes quicker to travel outside
the area to access facilities than what it is to access those which are closest and which
we came to the area for. I would like to see the return of access to my local area while
preserving its green open space
Modern and convenient, and everyone has their own space
A green community area where people of many ages can enjoy the outdoors, have a
range of eating/socialising options, and more good local schools on their doorsteps
(which we will need more of in the near future to accommodate the families moving into
the new developments. Schools are already bursting at the seams, where will all the kids
go?
Clean
environmental friendly
Innovative in a green environment
Peaceful green area with close knit community feel. Modern, clean, NOT CONGESTED,
PLEASE
Look green. feel relaxed
Like Crows Nest
The traffic congestion needs to be eased. I used to live away from the area but work in
Macquarie Park and this was a nightmare. Similarly, colleagues who lived South of the
harbour bridge had quit their jobs due to the traffic and were not willing to work in the
area because of this one reason. Make it greener to balance all the car fumes!
People have no reason to spend any time other than their work hours in Macquarie Park
as it is now. There is no nightlife, there is no town centre with late night restaurants or
bars. Why would anyone want to hang around in a suburb where you put up high rise
after high rise with nothing to do
less traffic
Efficient
Provides a good neighbourhood and community feel
To be more 'liveable' it needs to be more congested - transport should be resolved
BEFORE any further development is considered
peaceful
Residents are able to access all the services they need daily within a short distance from
home. Without being stuck in traffic
You need to get cyclists off Talavera Rd when you have a cycle way on the footpath.
Talavera Rd is too congested and you give cyclists the option to use the path or the road.
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Give them one option and that it the foot path! Secondly, why are there 500 bus stops on
fontenoy road? These buses congest the roundabout causing traffic for no reason.
Seems like no one cares about how traffic is dealt with in this area!
Fix up the infrastructure as the roads are insufficient and chaos reigns; with eventual
complete stoppage.
Comfortable to walk and cycle in and through MP; reduce motor vehicle traffic
Living close to work
Close to the train station
more space available
Urban Village. Sustainable living without ridiculously dense housing. The Macquarie Park
area and surrounding suburbs have always been a community driven area, thats
something too important to lose.
Less high rise apartments, better traffic measures, more green space
Close to transport and the city but not overcrowded with apartments like Chatswood. A
blend of living
A suburban appropriation of the CDB with more affordable rent
Convenience. Everything you need in the suburb.
Until recently green space, jobs and infrastructure make it a pleasant place to live.
Unrestricted building is making it unliveable, traffic congestion, full schools etc.
Interesting and inviting
A more community feel, similar to older suburbs in the inner west which have funky
cafes/bars and other places to socialise. Somewhere people will want to meet.
It needs more of a village feel, which it won't have if high-rise apartments continue to be
built
This community has always been a safe community that is one of the main reasons
people live here
I'd like Macquarie Park to be less congested at peak times
More like Amsterdam. Amsterdam is my home town and I adore it. I believe the people of
Macquarie will quickly adapt and find fruit within the change
more a connected and lively neighbourhood instead of just a working area
I would like to see a lot planning and funds spent on reducing traffic congestion which is
a MAJOR priority if this area is going to be a success for combining working and living
together, please put this as a priority as everything else wont' work around it if the traffic
congestion is always overlooked and not a priority issue, I am talking about the many
commuters who don't live in the area and travel far distances like the south and west to
come to work here
you don't ever need to leave Macquarie Park whether it's for work or home
High density apartments will change the character of Macquarie Park and the
surrounding areas. There is not enough infrastructure to cope with the density of housing
being implemented. The character is changing drastically and not for the better. Town
houses, duplexes can be accommodated. Multi Storeys are not appropriate.
Easy access to public transports and fast ride to the city and back. Leafy surroundings
and spread more cafes and restaurants
A balance between young families, students and older couples with facilities to cater for
all
No traffic congestion
Greener!
Nearer to Western Sydney then CBD
More green & scenic with outdoor cafes restaurants
Cycling hub; community area
better public transport options for those living in Western Sydney
Less traffic is biggest issues
family, urban, bohemian
Alive, but quaint.
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Very neat and well maintained (footpaths, nature strips, parks); a mix of housing (not just
flats); less congested roads in peak hour.
The next cbd with more food outlets
more vibrant and better community based living
A place people like to come and have a meal and or drink after work.
It's currently a bit dead outside of core office hours, a more lively precinct would be more
inviting and feel safer
Currently Mac Park area is designed for cars. I'd like it to be more pedestrian friendly,
such as more crossings and more street frontage activities.
It is close to the city, but close to the bush so very peaceful
Awesome
I live, work and study here, and find the area lacks the personality that more 'family
friendly areas' possess. There is a lack of communal areas which would provide more of
a close community feel. I find myself feeling very isolated in this area
Diversity of housing options and retail
It feels spacious, young and vibrant
Open spaces and events such as fireworks
Safe, traffic congestion free
It should feel like its own small CBD, everything you need in one spot. If there were more
apartments people would like to stay here as it's close to many large offices and a great
shopping centre. Kids will need to be catered for however if this is to be achieved.
It is a true mixed use centre
Family Community less high rise apartment more waking bbq cycling and dog parks
Fix the traffic.
It should feel more like a mini town, rather than just a business centre
to live in a multicultural society with a strong family feel
cool vibe
Easy area to access from all sides of Sydney with community areas to suit the range of
businesses that are spread around Macquarie park
Less high rise building
Modern
Corporate Park with active streets for works, pedestrians and visitors, not just wide roads
full of cars.
There seems to be so much overdevelopment at the moment, including the new
Lachlan’s Line to be built. As there is so much congestion on the roads at the moment,
that you struggle to get children to school, perhaps a moratorium should be put on
development of apartment blocks
It's so different to how it used to be, and why people moved to this area in the first place.
Please stop allowing developers to rape the land with units. There are more than enough.
People love Ryde for its open space, bushy feel and facilities. Please keep it that way.
Also there is no doubt there needs to be at least two new schools built
like a village atmosphere
because it ticks all the right boxes, the only thing I would say is it's become a very
expensive place to live home prices seem to have reached a high so more affordable
properties such as units and townhouses for young families
I would like it to look like a green urban centre. Lots of natural wood and plants,
reminiscent of the Central Park building in the city
More like a village
A city of our own
to be close to the city, but at the same time enjoy working and living in the area, would
love to see more night clubs and trendy cafes
A place that everyone knows about and wants to come to visit
because its so close to the city, and hopefully will become a city of its own, with nightlife,
more restaurants more townhouses and units
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A hub for the children, adults and elders
I envisage a Macquarie Park that provides both a living and working environment. This
would see the area thrive every day of the week, not just in business hours. A mix of
housing would draw a variety of people to the area
A peaceful bushland with good walking access to outdoor facilities like cafes and parks.
Safety & high school choice
Natural environment close to the city and local amenities
Close to city and central area to commute anywhere in Sydney. Nice people around too.
Central transport hub like Chatswood, light industry area convert to Waterloo/Alexandriaalike area, with cafe and grocery shops
Convenient and environmental friendly
Vibrant community with reduced traffic congestion
Well infrastructured green space
More open, free to move around not hemmed in by high rise buildings up to the street
Less congested
Leave it roughly the same.
Ryde needs schools desperately!
Uncongested green and spacious
Needs more parks and public spaces
Family outdoor fun
A place that is connected to the bush land with strong public transport links, and suite of
facilities and amenities that cater to the modern lifestyle
Green and clean with a mixture of high and low density housing
Relaxed village feel not too congested
Being connected to work, live and play
It's friendly, family oriented, close to motorways, shops, Macquarie University and the city
Macquarie has a wonderful blend of business, residential and retail. We spend a lot of
time the on the weekends even though we have just moved further away.
Reduce the high density housing, the resultant parking and especially traffic congestion
is getting way out of hand
A family friendly community that has all facilities in close proximity
To become an energetic suburb
Close to work
A little like the inner city - dense, but not crowded and with adequate community facilities
Would like it to be a "city within a city"
Cosmopolitan
It is a comfortable place to live with community, church, shops, education, transports and
jobs within walking distance
Car access in and out of the park needs to improve. There are a lot of big medical device
and pharma companies in the park. Employees need to drive to work so we need more
parking but less congestion. We need more roads into the park
Please make this suburb have some sort of night life where people can go to restaurants
outside of Macquarie Centre. While millions is being poured into building offices and
apartments there is no soul to this place apart from Macquarie Centre. Not everyone in
the area wants to negotiate this place at night. Please take some ideas of streetscapes in
places like South Beach Miami to beautify the area. Encourage an inner city cafe culture
to thrive here. This suburb is a desolate environment compared with the Lane Cove
village feel only a few km away
I want it to have distinct separate areas for business park, and residential, while
focussing on residents needs first
Convenient, good atmosphere, not overcrowded
A trendy commercial area
It is becoming way too over populated & will be a ghetto within 10 years. No-one will want
to live or spend time there
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Better traffic management. It takes 15-20 minutes to turn left from Talavera Rd in peak
hour
Way less road traffic, easier to get around by walking or public transport
It needs to have more parking and better traffic management
Close to shops and great access to other important areas of Sydney
Close to the city, but not the city
I'd like there to be a solution to the traffic congestion. Better phasing of traffic lights to
accommodate the excessive number of cars utilising Waterloo Rd between Wicks Rd and
Lane Cove Rd
Green
More green area. Improved traffic flow and easier traffic routes in nearby local streets. No
parking on roads around The Ranch and no right hand turn into The Ranch
There is no 'centre' to Macquarie Park - you need to go to West Pymble or Coxs Rd for a
community feel. There are also limited options for entertainment and leisure on the
weekends. We have a toddler and like to go out for lunch but we spend our time going to
places like Haberfield and Leichhardt to access good cafes and markets.
Affordable
Modern area surrounded by bush land
More youth friendly would be fantastic as there isn't much around for them
New CBD. Lifestyle and career opportunities to be developed in this area
A place with personality and good atmosphere with sense of community
Good sense of community with happy friendly people
Macquarie Park is a great place to work, but the traffic is a complete nightmare. I would
like to see more green, more pedestrian connections to link between retail. Working here,
we don’t get much time for breaks and we rely on what is close. However retail choices
are very few and far between. Have I mentioned how bad the traffic is??
Outdoor lifestyle
Knowledge-driven economic hub that is liveable and accessible
Easy access to everything where people don't need to venture out to different suburbs to
get what they need. Chatswood is a good example, however it needs to be less dense
and congested
More retail and outdoor dining and less high rise apartments
It will only work if it's truly integrated community with the batch Park, uni and housing
balanced and green area to enjoy. Visually it's becoming a glass ghetto with no soul.
Affordable, safe area for young families
A benchmark for integrated community where environmental and social sustainability are
achieved via an informed process. A place where the best strategic planners and
designers from places like Denmark look to for a successful place making precedent. Not
the other way around
Relaxed community feel
Modern Urban, dense, buzzing with activity
Reduce the traffic congestion
It has to provide after-hours entertainment
A space that facilitates outdoor activities and healthy lifestyle with more green spaces.
A community
Lots of employment opportunities, easy access using public transport, cycling or driving.
Good shopping facilities. Good CHEAP nightlife options (for example a pub or club)
The last thing you want is for Macquarie Park to be like North Sydney. Great during the
day, but a ghost town after 5pm and on weekends. A few bars and cafes open after
hours and on weekends so as to have a more social feel
A 'night time economy hub' to match great shopping, global business smart city and the
university
People will work here because businesses are here. With the glut of high rise
apartments and a transient community no one will want to live here unless they have to.
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The only entertainment is Macquarie Centre and that is pretty boring. North Ryde train
station is a vast wasteland. I remember living here when there were still horse
properties. All this building with no infrastructure and crowded roads is awful. I work at
the Uni and getting out of the Uni takes up to 20 minutes, only to get on Epping Road and
take another 15-20 minutes to get to Beecroft Road. I would like Macquarie Park to be
designed to be liveable. Not a carpark with businesses
Only Millionaires can afford to live here
Green with renewable energy initiatives for commercial buildings
Convenient to everyone
Green, relaxing, busy, happy, buzzing day and night
The most important thing is managing the traffic. We can accommodate more people in
this region but it must be matched by transport infrastructure. We need to tackle the
schools shortage too
Modern, environmentally friendly and easily accessible
More nightlife (restaurants, bars, etc) as this is still very much focused in the city. This
means a lot of people make their way into the city after work, affecting traffic as well.
Although more people, less traffic on the roads. Better public transport services. Fun,
energetic place to live and come to work. More nightlife!
Less apartment's being built would be great.
to not be over congestive
Ease traffic congestion and put in more cafes/restaurants to give it a more friendly
neighbourhood feel instead of business park
More cafes
Lifestyle
Alive
My son and his family live in the Macquarie Park area. It is close to the motorway but the
area is very busy
Less high rise development near existing residential. We need community open green
areas and to protect ALL current parks and natural areas
A lot less traffic and less street parking and in courage more public transport
Modern and clean but able to work and live there comfortably without having to travel to
the city
Parking near train stations
Mix of nature and open space
natural not overly commercial or predictable
People should enjoy working in an area close to their residence. Macquarie Park should
have residential and commercial areas
Families and outdoors. Areas for community gardens would be fantastic
I would like Macquarie Park to be more convenient. People spend hours commuting to
and from this suburb either by car or public transport. The roads are congested and the
public transport is horrible
Suburban, cosy environment
Unless you make it less congested it will only become more of a hell hole to work at.
A friendly, accessible area with good outside spaces
Better roads with less congestion
Completely green
A nice, secure place closer to work with all amenities
Build mixed use areas with parks, cafes, cycling trails and apartments like Waterloo.
Also connect Macquarie Shopping Centre with Macquarie Uni Train station. Should be
underground passage between shopping and train centre. Like Wynyard. Markets on
weekends. Make it Erskineville-ish.. Hip. Encourage young professionals to work and
live here. Wine bars. Live music venues
This is a city CBD without a heart or soul. Needs a town square and less roads
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More accessible, less congestion, better for younger people working in the corporate
offices
The alternative CBD for the northern suburbs
There should be high rise housing close to stations with restaurants and bars in the
bottom, this will attract people into the area.
An urban oasis that is close employment, retail and entertainment, well connected by
public transport
To feel more cosmopolitan and be linked more with Chatswood and the city
It feels "clinical" today. Needs more life. The traffic flow could be vastly improved with
some common sense thought
Less traffic congestion (by creating better public transport and reducing street parking).
Less geared towards the student population and more consideration to the working
community
Affordable accommodation, sufficient local schools, green spaces, cycling/walking
spaces, community gardens, community centres, plazas, outdoor dining
It is more work than live. Either way the roads need to be improved. Some days it can
take an hour to get out of the car park if there is even a minor incident on a road
somewhere nearby
Cleaner and greener, less or no vehicular traffic congestion.
Convenient to city and all transport
Social
Better traffic links resulting in a better flow and less chaos on the roads
Better access for cycling from inner west
Modern but affordable
Need more parks for the kids
Needs spaces to escape the noise of the motorway and traffic
A city with a community feel
Less apartment; more trees; reduction in traffic; ecological sustainable parks
The current increase in high density housing needs to be stopped. It is becoming an area
of high population density with no facilities
Friendly and modern
Exactly how it is now without high rise apartments!!!!
Family orientated, safe, good public transport and work opportunities
Want a nice suburb, close enough to shops, not congested with more units and
apartment that will have more cars! quiet safe neighbourhood pls
It needs the working and residential areas to be less segregated
Green and Open
It needs to be highly accessible, green, technologically connected, and have lots of
options
make it more welcoming
Need more parking so people can access the area easily
a great place to work, play, and study
It currently does not have any soul or atmosphere. Most people only come here to work
and then leave straight afterwards. There is nothing to make you want to stay any longer
besides normal working hours
Currently there is far too much traffic, I attempt to use buses but there are not many
seats at bus stops and infrequent bus timetables
I think Macquarie Park should have more lifestyle activity areas (eg walking paths,
eateries) to cater for the existing population rather than building more housing
needs more local community infrastructure i.e. schools, local shops, play grounds etc
Given significant housing developments currently on-going at Epping, Macquarie Uni etc
already, I think Macquarie Park should provide more job and retail opportunities rather
than adding more housing to the area (which could lead to over-supply of housing in this
area)
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More available parking spaces
Less traffic more parking
I'd like it to have a more lively restaurant scene
More open spaces
Green, modern, communal, no gridlock!
Green, accessible and less residential
Like a garden city where people can work and enjoy their time with families. Make
convenience to do things a top priority. Easy to get active, easy to shop, easy to relax
and easy to get to work
Create a community feel to it - currently it has no personality and is just a collection of
business and huge unit blocks
Cafe culture
A tight community with activities/events on weekends, modern playgrounds and parks for
families, quick links to CBD
A mini CBD
well balance between public space and residential housing area
Community, friendly
The feeling of convenience
An area with more dining options
Job and housing opportunities
Lots of trees and gardens with sidewalk cafes
It's not too far from the city and Macquarie centre
Close to university, surrounded by great shops and good public transport, welcoming to
families (sufficient schools, esp a high school is needed), manageable traffic
Not too many high rise building, good public transport
It's a greener place to work that is close by
Roads need to be upgraded to cater for the increase in residents. There needs to be a
safe overhead pedestrian bridge which links the Uni to Macquarie Centre.
Have a more community feel for all types of people, by making use of communal outdoor
and entertaining precincts
less congested
It's clean, eco-sustainable, and has excellent public transport.
It's close to everything, lots of tress, very friendly area
vibrant
Higher density, with good public transport
More community feel and urban night life. As a resident of mac park I’d also like to see
peak traffic congestion eased in local streets and more parking metres to reduce the
business park population parking out residential streets
It should a family oriented suburb with plenty of restaurants, community and
entertainment options
Keep the green belt feel whilst increasing density through MEDIUM density low to mid
rise developments
Be able to raise a family eg go to school locally and have access to 3 bedroom
townhouse
I want it to be like a hub where people go for work, leisure activities, entertainment and
living
Cheaper to get there by road, public transport is getting better but sometimes you just
need to drive
No more apartments and make sure the parks are left alone
It should be vibrant as it has a university, with lots of young people. There needs to be
more of a community feel, so Macquarie centre should not get any bigger. There should
be much less traffic, and more cycling. I live in West Pymble, and would love to cycle to
the train station, but I find cycling along Ryde Road unpleasant. Can we have a cycleway
through the bush please?
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More FREE commuter parking for those that live well outside the area aka job dead zone
Central Coast that are forced to seek work in areas like Macquarie Park
A cycle way and pedestrian path from west Pymble across the national park and River is
needed
Clean, Safe, Convenient place
Great access to everything
Linked up to Lane Cove National Park Bushland
A sustainable and environmentally "green" area with easy access to the city. Note:
nowhere in this survey do you address the issue of increasing traffic congestion along
lane cove rd. With the increase of population through various high rise style apartments
being built, this is the major concern for residents.
Direct pedestrian and cycle links to West Pymble and Sth Turramurra thru lane cove
national park
Macquarie is a nice place for families to grow up. There is a sense of community and we
need to protect that rather than destroy it with high density housing
Less traffic, lower density housing
I think the current renting price is a bit steep. More job opportunities focused on
something other than customer service. As for people spending time here however, there
is not much apart from the uni and what is in the mac centre for entertainment, some
more places, maybe some restaurants not based in the mac centre would encourage
people to come
open, spacious, quiet, room to move
Green area blended commercial and private housing attracting a wide variety of business
and local and international cultures. Affordable housing and some retirement / aged care
services
Good public transport, childcare, lunch options, onsite parking
It's on the train line and it's has access to shops and employment
Need to think about how development affects the long standing community in the area.
Improve infrastructure and parks including night lighting
To live - less high rise more townhouses & greenspace ALL BUILDING FURTHER
AWAY from the footpath/road. More parkland environment, this creates more parkland
environment
A community feel with homey centres like playgrounds for older children and a big library
I would like it to be a leafy area with food lighting and public transport, plenty of parks and
open community spaces
Less apartments and high rise buildings, let's keep it like the housing side of North Ryde,
this will encourage more families to live here whilst still remaining close to work hubs
More community access areas
A place to work and live: green, clean, and easy to get around. Many recreational options
A great hub with technology as a main focus of companies
Needs better traffic, to many cars, not enough car park spaces at the shopping centre
Most liveable place in NSW
You need to fix the traffic congestion as No 1 priority. Lane Cove road and surrounding
streets are already at gridlock and there are thousands of apartments in the process of
being built
Trendy cafe & family friendly suburb
More houses and no more high rise apartments. Put time parking and give residents
stickers so they can park in their own streets
More green and natural, not a concrete playground
Better public transport access to local areas
Modern, social and integrated with nature
Too many apartments going up already
Work and live nearby with good access to natural, physical and intellectual pursuits, plus
access via public transport to other metro and regional centres physically and virtually.
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More spaces for dining, markets etc that will encourage people to socialise in the area
Inner west Newtown feel with plenty of green areas with grass and trees
More dining, cafes and entertainment
Nature - one of the few places with modern conveniences but offering a natural escape
from the city
Easy access to and from Macquarie Park congestion on Ryde road is killing it as a
destination
There is no centre to Macquarie Park. It's an Industrial Park, the attraction is its proximity
to other more attractive areas and the city that make it an attractive place to live. Lane
Cove National Park is a draw but is becoming increasingly busy and less of an oasis and
more like an extension of Delhi Road
Because it is its own unique area of Sydney where you can live, work and play. Great for
wellbeing and general Health with preserved natural environment and development that
meets the needs of a growing Sydney, but still respects the environment and most
importantly fits with the landscape and style of the area (no big boxy ugly buildings)
An environment which helps facilitate Residents connecting with each other in community
spaces eg. Parks, open spaces, community garden, hall or village square
Macquarie Park needs to address the traffic congestion in the area as the first priority.
People need to be able to come and go from the area without it taking 50 minutes to
travel 1 km
No new housing. Better roads
Leafy open spaces with family friendly dining options
Easy to get to by public transport with plenty of shops and green spaces
Crowded, congested and chaotic
traffic congestion must be fixed for the area to thrive
Must create a feeling of community, NOT just a place to work or live
Positively no high rise apartments they are concrete jungles
ACTIVE! People out and about enjoying the great outdoors and community spaces, with
great cycleways... And hey, let's even pop some bike parking in at the train station.
Literally this is the only reason I don't catch the train. Population will increase, but I hope
local businesses will flourish without the big chain stores. Think Lane Cove and the way
they help local businesses stay competitive to keep the big chains out
The area has a lot to offer and has the potential to become a highly desirable area. What
I think would help this shift is developing a sense of community and togetherness
A modern urban area with sufficient infrastructure, cafes and restaurants and ample
recreational areas (parks, bbq's, sporting grounds)
Family environment, safe environment somewhere you can go for fun.
I would like Macquarie Park to have a greener representation
Easy access where there is low traffic congestion. Area that does not look like a metal
and concrete jungle
More sustainable buildings throughout
A family oriented suburb that is not overcrowded by high density apartments where both
young and old can reside with a high quality lifestyle
Silicon Valley of Sydney
Less congested and busy than the CBD and plenty of post work places to eat and/or
drink
Way more places to eat would be awesome
more green and shade not concrete jungle
Green, lots of areas for children to play and sports to be played, much better
infrastructure considering we are in a technology area... why is there no NBN started
yet????
Macquarie Uni is the education/shopping precinct, Macquarie park the all generational
living area with a terrific community garden sustainability vibe
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Excellent public transport. Less traffic congestion Less high rise apartments. More parks
and open spaces
It's close to the city but no night riders
Natural features
modern yet open and lush - not congested - free flowing
Known for good cafe culture, shops and convenient transport
Have more sporting fields
Self-contained neighbourhood with lively cafes and restaurant and bookstores, family
friendly and well connected by transport
Current building planning in medium to high density residential areas seem to cater for
younger/single people and not for families. I'd like to see Macquarie Park become a hub
for young families with emphasis on large living spaces (so well designed townhouses or
spacious apartments), family services (childcare, medical centres, children’s
playgrounds) and schools. There is also a strong sense of community seen in churches
in neighbouring areas – so working with major religious groups may help in building
communities. There should also be planning for ample growth in the area to allow for
visitors to the area as well as for residents (too many urban development plans don’t
allow for decent parking)
I'd like a less crowded, greener and cleaner area
People like north Ryde the way it is not the way you are suggesting it to become
excessive amounts so apartments
Shopping, recreation, transport
Accessible transport quick to city. Need to stop building the huge high rise as it is just
causing traffic congestion and there are No facilities schools etc.
Natural areas not overcrowded good transport options choices to work near home
Close to University ,Hospital & Transports/stations
Self-contained mini-city
If it is easily accessible. Parking to access train stations, it is ludicrous that you can get
near a train station when you live in the area. Road congestion makes the area
unappealing!
Easy to access. underground access from train to mac centre
People should feel like they are part of the community and not isolated domains. Due to
the university and number of businesses around Macquarie Park, there should be plenty
of parking opportunities to access the public transport facilities
It's too sterile. Too many business parks not enough to do after work
Kid friendly
More night life less traffic
Green areas community areas in walking distance and nature
It could be the next Chatswood. A commercial and retail centre with great public
transport, excellent cafe and dining and a strong community.
Better public transport to keep traffic down. Community space for gatherings and
socialising (indoor and outdoor). Less high-rise, more medium density. Train not metro
(the metro is a backward step, we need proper trains). Make Macquarie University
maintain plenty of open space and don't let them build out the campus with ugly glass
buildings
If you make the area more user friendly. Update the roads & infrastructure, provide free
parking & green space
Some type of bypass or a tram system so that the roads are not clogged with people
trying to get through the area.
I want wider roads with less traffic on it
Ease of movement, either in private cars or public transport
No more new apartments
it becomes 2nd cbd
more like a city and less old
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It’s close to the city but still close to nature. For those who work in Macquarie Park, it’s
not too difficult to get to by public transport or road (because existing traffic congestion
issues have been addressed)
Stop building new apartments and office buildings. The reality is that people are not
catching public transport and traffic congestion just keeps getting worse!
I would like to see less traffic on lane cove road and nearby streets
A good mix of residential, businesses and education without too much congestion of
buildings and traffic
More green
In recent years the over development is just ridiculous - our local streets are no long save
- the traffic congestion is appalling and there is not enough parking - the train stations are
great but as a local I use these very infrequently due to the lack of parking - we need to
get cars off the road. People that work in the area use our local streets as thoroughfares
to avoid the main roads. Local timed parking is not monitored by the local council and in
some streets you can't drive through safely. Need to stop over development as this will
compound the problem. We need more schools in the area - many years ago there were
3 public high schools now there is only 1!!! I have lived in the area my whole life and my
parents still do and have been there since the early 50's - now when I visit their home I
have to be careful with traffic speeding through their street when I exit my vehicle.
With recent growth, I hope the future of Maq Park includes less congestion, ample
parking and a good mix of residential and corporate harmony
Young professionals and families. Modern, high vibe, green
Less high rise & more houses. Less congestion around Macquarie Centre
Vibrant office area, with outdoor dining and night entertainment. Green spaces are also
important
first and foremost, fix the traffic issue and the rest will follow suit
safe, affordable, healthy atheistically pleasant environment attractive to a diverse
demographic
Sense of community
A quiet place to live with some authentic nightlife venues for students and commuting
workers.
Turn into a cafe hub
Beautiful, green & peaceful environment, with access to facilities, such as sports, cafes
restaurants, the arts and parks
Not an urbanised business centre like Chatswood, more of a residential place and feel
Better transport
Work here
It is currently a good combination of nature and people cohabiting the same space.
Improve surrounding suburbs like Ryde
Create a country community feel with a city environment.
Green and vibrant
Macquarie Park should be a vibrant and innovative place to live and work in. Being the
centre of technology there should be the latest transport facilities and affordable housing
such as modern apartment living. People would want to live in Macquarie Park because
it offers close proximity to work, schooling and entertainment.
Clean
Less people, less residential, less commercial. More green space. Quieter
Community, convenience
More connected - lane cove road cuts it in half
I would like to see more vibe with dining options, at the moment it is limited to restaurants
inside the shopping centre. Traffic/road congestion is the number one problem and needs
to be looked at before any further development
Green, Morden, Central location in Sydney
Have a social hub of restaurants and bars
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smart, green and healthy
More trains and don't shut the line down for 7 months
The roads need to be improved to reduce traffic in an already congested area.
Accessible and less traffic
Good location and vibe close to
Want the area to be modern - inclusive
More open space
Open space
Macquarie Park is a wonderful place to live and work - I have done so for 40 years - the
traffic congestion is the one downside of the suburb, and it is only going to get worse.
Provide parking at train stations and ensure all residential development allocate sufficient
parking for all residents
At the moment it is a place to visit not live
Cosmopolitan upper class city with the appropriate levels of infrastructure to deal with the
ever growing population. Housing should reflect the business environment and the
demographic of individuals that are likely to work in it
More bars/restaurants, decent places to eat and drink, especially in the evenings.
The green tech hub of Australia
Macquarie Park is currently a featureless sterile business park. An attempt to liven this
area up would be appreciated
a fun place to work and not too artificial looking
Open spaces that are easy to get to
Somewhere to hang out outside work hours - not just shopping, but places to eat and
drink and be outdoors. Macquarie Centre wouldn't be "everything", but greater spread of
stuff through the area
still like a with more trains and not so many buses
More open green spaces. Improved traffic congestion in and out. More parking at
Macquarie shopping centre
family orientated, and not too congested
no more high rise apartments we have too many now it is getting to the slum stage
Greater sense of community
Small city, cool restaurants and bars
Like a village - think Balmain, Rozelle, Lane Cove
Lots of green, easy to get in and out of, a mix of public and private spaced to allow
people to feel they can get outside and don't live only in a box
It would be nice to have a bit of nightlife. Bars, restaurants etc, which aren't inside a mall,
and which stay open later than 6pm. At my work we try to organise after work social
activities all the time, and there is nowhere nice to go within the Macquarie
Uni/Macquarie Park area. People just end up going home, or heading out into the city.
Convenience
Busy but not overcrowded, with trees still visible, and a focus on the national park.
Less corporate & more dining areas
more of a community suburb - more restaurants/bars and things to do
There are currently a few nice green pockets (the uni, a few parks), but the rest is all very
industrial with no shade in summer
The buses get stuck in traffic and become useless at peak times and when students go
to uni. Train connections to Parramatta are bad. Public transport from Parra moves
slower than 15km/h at average, not taking door to door times into account
A business hub, encouraging corporate interaction with the university, keeping the
"green" look that Macquarie University campus has and helping Macquarie Park to look
more like that
Better Mix of roadside culture with a mix of corporate entities such as big companies and
retail malls
clean, fresh, dynamic
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Keep it the same, no further apartments and increase green walkways and parking
They won't with the overdevelopment of residential high rises without parking facilities
next to train stations
Move back to balanced community. Road congestion needs to be fixed
Parking is currently an issue. Cannot park in my street in the weekends. Council has
done nothing since the redevelopment of Macquarie Centre. Plans for more apartment
living seems to be excessive and properties smaller. A lot of overcrowding. People will
still drive despite having other transport facilities available
Just want more places to park
Less traffic
Macquarie Park should be commuter friendly. Enough parking for each adult. Easy car
park for commuters. Undercover walkway from station to MQ centre
I would like to see a place where people would want to live and work here because the
Public facilities Parks etc, along with the Entertainment areas provide a place to both live
and work that we enjoy as well as Public transport that services all areas of the city which
encourages more people to come here
Modern
A multicultural rich community where people can engage with each other socially and
professionally. Ease of access also provides a welcoming space for pedestrians and
drivers
Sister city to Sydney cbd, but not too over developed
Forced to work there so make it easy to get to and from MP
Bustling buzzing and easy to get to
Entertainment, bars and restaurants all in a local area close to home/work outside of the
city
Better transport connection to city
A busy area but peaceful enough with lots of areas to rest
Rapid transit which give quick service to all areas, good school, parks, recreational areas
as well as dining and good shopping
Need bigger apartments. Family's need 4 bedrooms but none available. Also desperately
need more schools. A girl’s high school or co-ed high school. Lots of cycling amenities as
well. No reason why the kids shouldn't be able to ride to school
Welcoming Community
I want to continue to be able to afford to live in Macquarie Park, for it to be a vital
economic centre, but which is inclusive, progressive, innovative, demonstrates care for
the environment, and has the best that technology, food, shopping, community facilities
and transport can offer. A vibrant and connected community which activates every space
for community betterment, and cherishes every piece of green space that it can.
I would like it to be a green space, with lots of affordable housing
Maintain population density, denser population at Macquarie Park will reduce its appeal.
Ideally it should remain idyllic, a retreat from the congested City and Parramatta,
Eastwood. It is located close enough with improved public transport connections.
I've lived in the area all my life I hate it more and more every day, it's been ruined, too
many apartments, too much traffic. Not enough decent public transport
Able to enjoy communal spaces, outdoor and indoor facilities
Provide open spaces and outdoor areas with improved access (less traffic, better parking
and public transport options). Also look at investing in space for a local co-ed high school
Public transport, no transport congestion, not too densely populated
Fix the traffic on Lane Cove Rd you idiots! The congestion caused by Business, Shop &
Uni traffic coming out of Waterloo Rd & Talavera Rds is appalling and poorly planned on
your part. Spend less money on your Ryde Event Flags on the light poles and more on
fixing the roads. There should be a break out to the M2 from the back of Macquarie Park
to get onto Lane Cove Rd and a widening / overpass of the Lane Cove Rd.
Modern and liveable
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Lots of outdoor eating cafes. Would be great if Macquarie centre has outdoor dining too
that stay open late on a Saturday night, at the moment there is no vibe there it is lacks
something
Central location with plenty of options
A buzzing area both on weekdays and weekends. But the roads must be fixed. Traffic is
already amongst the worst in Sydney!
More green, more activities to do at night
A green space filled with trendy eateries and retail that is appealing to workers, students
and local residents. Think like City of Sydney not like the outer suburbs.
Small community atmosphere. Healthy and fitness driven links between work and home
lives
Easy access to public transport with more frequent bus services in particular
Transform the dull predominately business area into a bustling, exciting, more creative
and interesting area with more than just a big shopping centre. Decentralise the "fun" by
extending it around
Great to live without a car
Friendly community, green areas, easy access to public transport and the CBD
Great place to work
The most important thing I'd like to see is less traffic
Easy accessible to the city centre, with nice cycling routes
Sort out the traffic during peak hours
At the moment it's all business. Needs to have lifestyle feature to attract residents.
Less new more established
Less cars and more green space
Clean and safe
More after hour amenity for the community
Vibrant
Green
A great balance with the road infrastructure to support it
Modern, Hi-tech, high density living
Medium density so that it is attractive to students, workers, families and couples.
Macquarie is in such good proximity to various other areas such as Chatswood, North
Sydney and the City that it should be attractive for all sorts of people to live here and land
should be dual zoned so allow for the developments needed to accommodate this to take
place
comfortable, happy, safe
Must be less congested to drive to
Less traffic. More vibrant. Open green spaces
Better traffic
Less dense!
Convenience community
Green, leafy, accessible, low rise building. People will want to spend time here because it
is easy to get to and from it, there are plenty of spaces for recreation and team building
activities
Sense of community, community-building spaces and facilities
It needs to have more of a township feeling, presently it's an industrial estate with good
curbing
It needs to be cleaner with facilities to match the large amount of population present
somewhere where you can go out to dinner entertain etc
I would like to see a solution to the traffic congestion in Macquarie Park Business Centre
during the peak hour. Currently it’s a nightmare to move into or out of my residence
between the hours of 4.00pm - 7.00pm. With the increase in home units going up over
the next couple of years that is only going to add to an already unacceptable traffic
problem.
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Access to public transport. Nice area to live and work. MUST reduce traffic congestion.
It's close to a range of major work districts and had lots of open spaces
Modern with public area
Community squares, easier access to North Ryde station
A hub of residential, commercial, retail and entertainment, with great transport links while keeping and encouraging green space such as National Parks and walkways.
It would need to have as many facilities as possible with hopefully affordable housing, not
the farcical Chatswood style Hong Kong setup
A community vibe that allows locals to walk and access community areas easily with
facilities and dining options for all ages
Modern and lively.
Better public transport system with ample parking. Less traffic congestion around the
business park areas.
Need better traffic management, nothing has changed in 20 years it's a joke trying to get
to my office.
Mixture of housing types. Proper restaurants (not fast food), a nice place or two to have a
drink, street cafés,
I would love to see Macquarie Park become a central area in Sydney that has a modern,
relaxed and sustainable feel to it. I would like it to be a place of diversity in all shapes and
forms. My biggest concern is that current developments will see people who are
economically disadvantaged and living in government housing pushed out - that is a
personal fear for my own family who live in government housing so please ensure there
is still adequate amount of properties available to public housing (and families). I would
love to a see a more active nightlife too and for the trains to Macquarie University/Park
running later.
At the moment, it just feels really dull as soon as you step outside of a building
(Macquarie centre) it really needs a vibrant night/street feel - like that of Chatswood
Place to live, work, spend time
Make it a transport and cultural hub like Parramatta
Like an extension of lower north shore with emphasis on green tree lined streets medium
density, mix of housing, good recreational facilities , nothing like what had happened at
Quakers Hill of Kellyville for example
An Innovation District
It needs to feel more like a community rather than a separate Uni, Shopping Centre and
business park.
More schools
Put walk/don’t walk at all traffic lights so we can drive out of there when the lights are
green. Drives me nuts every day.
More going on at night, more of a town centre/village/community feel
nice area
Fix traffic it is horrendous
Work then down time with family.
Easy to get to and leave...fix the congestion...improve public transport...not just trains
Village atmosphere, self-contained
I would like MQ Park to be the ideal urban centre that has adapted to the environment
and promotes environment conservation. It would be another place for people to go for a
proper night out.
I want it to stay a quiet parklands feel - more apartments means more traffic - it's
becoming like a major Asian city!
I would like to see Macquarie Park has less traffic congestion, less cars in the areas,
wider footpath for pedestrian, more closed off area for restaurants and cafes, a more
village feel living environment.
cosmopolitan village - entertainment
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Because you can have all three aspects of life in the one place; and you can navigate it
all without a car.
Green and car-free.
place of connectivity with proximity to both work and recreational opportunities, reducing
the need to travel and ultimately have a better use of land/space in the area
Embracing community. Lots of family-friendly open spaces - not necessarily just sports
fields.
I would like to see better linkage with trains on the western line. Currently takes 1.5 hours
from Blacktown area as it’s via central. Don't understand why this can't be rectified ahead
of the Norwest rail link with express trains.
More night life
If there was easier access into and out of the Macquarie Park/North Ryde areas and
places besides Mac Centre to enjoy ie Cafes and Parks then both the local community
and business park people would want to spend more time around here.
Safe to cross the street at crossings, more cultural and fitness opportunities, less
congestion and better traffic management for the amount of cars and better bus services
that are not late
Maybe they'd need to live here as they can't get out in traffic chaos that occurs every day
at 5pm
There needs to be a dramatic shift to facilities enabling better social activities. The area
has no soul, no culture and that impacts those who work in the businesses within the
investigation area.
A hub/satellite business district, a bit like Parramatta. It needs more cycle-friendly
connections, especially along Delhi Road towards Chatswood.
Safe, family-friendly, quiet
I would like it to look like a smart green place to work.
I would like to see more bars, restaurants and shops on the streets. More apartments
and more lively.
Public High School at former Peter Board High School site on Epping Road & Waterloo
Road, Macquarie Park.
Not an absolute car park at peak hour. The traffic is terrible
I would like Macquarie Park to not be congested with apartments. Every corner I go to, I
see an apartment blocks being built, yet, you don't make public transport more frequent.
If people want to have a good experience arriving to Macquarie Park, don't make it so
overcrowded. Having more open spaces are more attracting than apartments.
More nightlife and standalone restaurants NOT in Mac Centre
Need to solve the peak hr massive traffic congestion issue. Need more street shops and
restaurants.
It will be a 2nd CBD with better transport links to all parts of Sydney.
Family parks, See Blaxland riverside parkland. We want to go local for great night-time
dining restaurant and cafe, not travel to Eastwood or Chatswood. Currently at Macquarie
shops many dining places close at night and the ones that are open have long queues.
Needs more variety and better quality restaurants. A local library would make it
complete!!!!
A business and retail hub
More outdoor space to gather, eat, drink etc. People come in for work and then leave and
everything closes!
Like a village
To feel not just like a business park. That in evenings and weekends it is alive. To be a
multi-zoned area. For the building heights to not go higher than they already are.
more nigh time outdoor dining
It is a community space where families and people of all ages come to spend time
together, play and enjoy the outside space
More green, less traffic congestion, more housing less business
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I would like Macquarie Park to look like Chatswood in future, where apart from the
shopping centre, there should also be a combination of outdoor dining/cafes/shops and
open community spaces to attract people to come and spend time here. More
primary/high schools would also attract family living in the area
convenience to get here either drive or by public transport
Clean, new and fresh. A forward looking suburb will attract forward thinking businesses
and residents
Open, green space.
I hope Macquarie Park enhances the urban city life with a blend of greens. More trees
the better :) thus peaceful but moving.
more urban
Range of housing types but still has amenity for residents
Village feel
A good place for kids to grow up
A place to live that's easy to access the city but doesn't feel like a city. It should remain
with a range of low level office parks and a range of townhouses and low level
apartments instead of becoming over run with buildings over 5 floors in height
Because it us a pleasant place to be, meaning there is greenery, thoughtful planning,
good infrastructure and public transport, low-rise housing, etc. It is an area built for
PEOPLE instead of just PROFIT
it needs to be modernised, yet not so housing congested as the new apartments along
Herring Rd is
I would like Macquarie Park to look like Chatswood
A place for people to meet for dinner, night time entertainment, daytime family activities.
Keeping the greens spaces and parks we have today with increased community areas,
cafes and restaurants
I would like the developers to leave and tear down the monstrosities that are sprouting
everywhere.
Convenience
As previously stated area is already over populated & it appears developers are
controlling all developments. Stop development!!!!
Less congested
Sydney's Silicon Valley but blends in more with nature; it's modern and chic.
I would like to see my suburb more green with better public transportation , pedestrian
ease ways and parks
Easy access to work and shopping or restaurants
More trees less cars and easier to walk across the street
Infrastructure improvements, more schools, better night life, more restaurants may be a
whole walking pathway full of different food choice like Asia. More roads before making
big apartments
More natural areas and community involvement
more car parking close to public transport (waterloo road in the area that has been for
sale for three years)
It would be great to see Macquarie Park grow to be a local hub, somewhere that families
can feel safe and easily access common and public space as well as good eateries and
cafes and green spaces like parks and playgrounds. Some sort of central plaza or
concourse would be wonderful - a meeting spot for community groups and even friends
and family to gather and build a sense of community. I think infrastructure and facilities
that encourage the socialization of family units would help to transform Macquarie Park
from a semi-industrial, semi-suburban area into a place that people will settle for the
long-term.
With the urban sprawl of Sydney Macquarie Park is in a prime location as being an easily
accessible precinct of dining, entertainment, business and shopping. Macquarie Park
needs to increase dining and entertainment - especially outdoor dining. The main
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attraction is Macquarie Centre for dining and entertainment, with a strong multicultural
community, it would be fantastic to see an outdoor style food park based on Singapore
style dining. We are fortunate to have a great climate here, we love our food in Australia,
lets combine the two!
Better nightlife, clubs, pubs & wine bistros for younger population. Better public transport
links to city.
Feel like a mini New York
More high rise apartments.
Transport is critical. The current road network is not good enough as it is and with the
planned increase to residential development will only get worse. The message from the
planning department is that owners in the new apartment developments will not all have
a car and that road networks and parking will be adequate. This is false. Please take the
time to investigate and observe the current conditions in Macquarie Park and you will
quickly realise that investment is required in the road network as well as increased
frequency of public transport links.
Macquarie Park will work as a suburb that you can live in for your whole life as it will have
the housing, infrastructure, work and Leisure options to accommodate young families,
older couples and students.
To move away from the current business and commercial feel.
A self-sufficient, modern, green community
It needs to feel like a safe and friendly community to live in. It should be able to suit all
dynamics of families.
Trendy
Close to the city, easy access to motorways to leave the city, nice and leafy. However,
any development needs to consider traffic congestion as the highest priority problem to
solve - traffic right now is a nightmare, please don't make it worse.
Less high rise. Community areas with local shops and a thriving community feel with
parks and cafes.
Suburb with plenty of things to do
Keep it green, avoid residential high rises, give everyone a little bit of space in a
townhouse with a nearby park, much like the townhouse developments such as along
fontenoy road, allow the commercial district to go skywards but keep peoples living
spaces low rise, improve traffic management - the epping road, lane cove road, talavera
road junction is a nightmare to get in and out of, I would like more public space with
attached entertainment areas and/or public spaces for events/markets etc. The whole
district feels like it’s built around the Mall, this is Ok but needs an outside element that is
truly public and includes public entertainment, there are no theatres or live music spaces
here
Community built around parks, recreational activities and dining. Where people want to
work and live. Divert the heavy traffic using the roads to get from Lane Cove to the M1.
U are ruining a beautiful area. Every available space is being sold to Chinese developers
and u r trying to cram in as many ppl as possible. Stop and think about the community
these ppl have to live in and surrounding areas. It will become unbearable if u don't plan
ahead of time now for the area to sustain these ppl.
Being a green environment less traffic on Epping road. Surrounded with lots of parks and
community gardens
An own sustaining suburb, currently Macquarie park has accommodation and work and
shopping outlet. But there are limited school option for people in the area. Which causes
strain on the surrounding suburbs whom are all facing resource constraint.
Need to provide a more community feel to it. Now there is no sense of community
Work life balance
I live and work in the investigation area. Build on what is already there, but please do
something about the noise from the M2. I live close to it and the noise is enough to drive
me away.
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The area is vibrant, diverse and accessible. But unless planning allows for affordable
housing, and for proper public services (SCHOOLS!!!, public health), then the area will
not sustain balance and local families and middle income earners will be driven out.
Place where people work, relax and live.
Macquarie Park should continue to be a business, commercial and retail centre. The
residential parts should be the southern part of Epping road, giving a revitalised
residential hub within very close to the Macquarie Business Park and excellent
infrastructure within this corridor. At the moment, people are not being given the
opportunity to live so close to the city and CBD, due to current low residential zoning son
the south side, a missed opportunity. That should be resolved.
Leafy suburb. Not another cbd.
Less congested
A balance between nature and urban environment
it is currently too commercial and would benefit from more community spirit and less
development
Safe, family friendly, easy to get to without getting stuck in traffic every single day,
planned with increase in population vs. transport conditions in mind.
Ok. I will be leaving soon 'cause you are taking away my train (ie the whole reason I
moved here) and replacing it with something that doesn't feel like a great option. A fiddley
option. Take focus away from Macquarie Centre and put shops, cafe and restaurants in
other areas. For the love of God please put in a cafe where I ca get breakfast on a
Sunday morning. Because it's next to a Uni and business park young people is the way
to go. More bars, restaurants and entertainment for young people and young families.
Everything we need in one place
A leafy, friendly, medium density community with good access to facilities, services, open
public spaces and good public transport. It should be a bustling, lively and safe
atmosphere. It should not be a future ghetto of high rise apartments which block the
sunlight and create oppressive shadowy light. We need a village feel not the isolation of
city building dwelling.
Keep it as green as possible! lots of trees, bushland and gardens
More outdoor community feel
Vibrant yet relaxed
Stop over development. Our streets are congested an
True Sydney suburban lifestyle, with open spaces, open views with access to community,
sport, education and entertainment/dining in a combined precinct.
A modern urban area, but bushy!
Only if the roads can manage the amount of traffic. We all need to move by car at some
times and cannot do shopping etc by bus train or bicycle.
Too crowded already with buildings and cars and people. Live and work but leave at any
opportunity.
It's located near the national park and the area has always been very green. It needs to
remain like that with low rise living, the apartment blocks are too high. There also needs
to be more public transport
modern family friendly neighbourhood
More family friendly and less focused on overseas uni students who over fill apartments
and take up all the public transport space
It should have a variety of options to visit at night to cater to all age groups, traffic
congestion needs to be fixed though because it makes getting home from work so much
longer! Also keep the national park and parks intact
Resident parking only in the small residential areas. Local business encourages
employees to park in residential streets avoiding parking tolls, and then say council
refuses parking DA's. I know as I also work in maq park and my employer does this.
Even carpooling to drop employees back to pick up their cars.
It should be more accessible with less congestion and better public transport
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Accessibility to services to complement their lifestyle
Additional primary and high school, transport, parks, jobs. Similar to Chatswood but more
green
More family and dog friendly
Macquarie Park is already an incredibly convenient place to live, and is central to
everything, however it is not the prettiest place to live, and doesn't have a community feel
to it. I feel with newer developments, there is also the opportunity to add a lot more green
space, whether it be lawns in front of apartment buildings, parks, or green walls, there
definitely needs to be some more green elements in the area. Also, although the
shopping centre is very close by, there are not a lot of Cafes or restaurants outside of this
area, and it would be great to get more night-time friendly spaces. Outdoor dining
areas/restaurants would also be amazing.
To continue to be a safe and harmonious community that you can enjoy and really be a
part of
More parks for children (e.g. also water parks) for attracting families, more evening
entertainment opportunities (bars, cafes, restaurants) and still affordable housing
Cosmopolitan atmosphere, good mix of offices, shops, homes, restaurants etc without
feeling too overcrowded.
Traffic congestion needs urgent consideration. To turn left onto Lane Cove Road from
Talavera and Khartoum is a nightmare, change the light sequences, make more left-hand
turn lanes (as it used to be). I'm considering looking for a job elsewhere.
Vibrant community with green sustainable living.
I'd like MP to be a place for families where families can grow & there is sufficient houses
with backyards for kids to play. Not a suburb that is so centred around apartments that it
only caters for students & couples. This area needs more schools so that it can be a
place that families can grow (rather than having to move once the kids get older as
there's not much here for high school age). I'd like MP to be a place that has something
for every age group so that I can call it home for many years to come. It's lacking in
family friendly restaurants & bars especially in outdoor places.
more people centred, less high density living development
Because they have a job
Vibrant entertainment food and shops easy access by public transport
A sophisticated, modern CBD with beautiful spaces to enjoy and fantastic outdoor dining
New exciting suburb with close employment opportunities, local shops and restaurants
that give the area a sense of community, rather than one big shopping centre.
Macquarie Park needs a night life that is zero at the moment, streets are dark at night
and activities are null.
Less traffic and better roads that don't constantly choke
I do not want it to become a concrete jungle of high-rise apartments only, but to keep a
good mix of housing and stay family friendly. More job opportunities so people don't have
to work in the city, and excellent internet speeds to support this.
A green urban area (no high rise apartments) with easy access to train lines and health
facilities
Easy to access. Macquarie Park on lane cove road is dangerous and the bike path is
VERY uneven and overgrown with bush encroaching. Often large branches or large
sticks lay on the rather narrow pathway used by cyclists and pedestrians. It is outdated
and given the development over the past few years in Macquarie Park, this pathway is
crying out to be updated... If there was one thing that could be done to improve the
environment and reduce traffic congestion, I believe updating this cycle way would be it.
The go-to place for the northern districts
A road fly over from Epping rd westbound into Macquarie Park is required to reduce road
congestion turning right at major intersections
Vibrant but still have a community or village feel.
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Mac park has no personality it needs more outdoor cafes restaurants places where
people can hang out at nights/ and relax. Many people like the location but think it's
boring to live
Currently it is a great commercial area, however it lacks entertainment/ night life. I would
like to see a theatre, bars, restaurants etc
Less congestion so many units being built traffic is already bad on herring and lane cove
it will be standstill once all these units finish. Peak traffic from to Ryde to Macquarie park
can take 45min
A convenient place to call home but still having distinct commercial/industrial
opportunities
A place that encourages the community to get together, where people feel save and
encourage neighbours to talk to one another amongst greenery. A balance of commercial
and residential development with nature.
Jobs, easy transport, lots to do evenings and weekends, open green spaces, parkland,
and importantly, a community spirit.
Macquarie Park is the next mini cbd in Sydney. It has all the great facilities a suburb
needs and is perfectly positioned between city and bella vista. Need more community
areas e.g. like crows nest. Small bars and cafes.
It's an urban space with plenty of attractions in a green area
An accessible, modern, and progressive area for one of Sydney's key employment hubs.
There needs to be some night life, not even late night just after work. Any alternative to
the Ranch.
Beautiful, clean and safe
People (and businesses) need to identify with Macquarie park first and Sydney second.
The place is a ghost town on weekends with little than the Macquarie centre open.
Things like charity fun runs outdoor meeting places/events would draw people in
good community
Clean, green spaces where you can live happily and safely with your family and friends
away from excessive pollution. It would be great if there were opportunities for cultural
events, arts, sculpture etc. Think Singapore!
I see this area becoming an employment hub with easy transport options and recreation
facilities (pools) designed for use by workers.
Fix the roads. Terrible traffic with so many new apartments coming
No gridlock! Transport is good. High rises should be of good quality, well maintained and
no rubbish on the street. Landscaped so it won't be so hot to walk around. Little vibrant
villages to eat alfresco
Better infrastructure to cope with increased population
Less Traffic must congestion must be addressed
More cafes and restaurants outside the Macquarie Centre. Less car use and congestion.
Look - green living, with urban forms blending into the local natural environment. Feel connected: sense of community; work close to home; balance of active and passive
recreation; linked with transport connections to Greater Sydney. Just make the housing
affordable, ok?
Too many apartments going up and nothing done about the roads. Looking forward, I am
worried about the amount of people in the area & not enough infrastructure. Eg, schools
Green
Modern, aesthetically pleasing - lots of greenery amongst the buildings. Definitely needs
better traffic management soon!
It will be a traffic nightmare if you keep putting apartments up. The side main and streets
are already congested in peak traffic and the existing roads have not really changed in
the 25 years i've lived in the area. Fun times ahead
Needs to be a jobs hub not a residential hub otherwise it will be just another dormitory
suburb with resident having to travel to an already congested CBD for work, Protect and
expand existing commercial /jobs space and limit further residential development.
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Already existing companies are not able to renew long term leases because developers
want to repurpose to residential for short term gain
Its beautiful environment and convenient facilities
High rise offices, more cafes / shops that don't require going to Macquarie Centre
Less motor vehicles, reduced all day parking limits to 3'hr maximum
Cycling hub
Mix use of residential, office, shopping, walking paths, parks - like Rhodes!
Walkable, well-lit, quiet streets -- with fast public transport to the beach.
Better human scale. Better connectivity
The space needs to be visually more attractive with more street appeal. Planning need to
take the time to design the area than just reacting to big business demands.
It’s convenient to live close to work. Please no more apartments. So much congestion
already
less high rise, more residential housing creates a happier community and voters
More community and less corporate/commercial. More parks and community facilities for
those that actually reside in Macquarie Park.
Before you do anything more ludicrous with Macquarie a major traffic hub has to be
rectified – that being to install a sweeping overpass onto the M4 for South bound traffic
turning right from the A3 to go out to the Western Suburbs – Australia’s 2nd greatest
bottleneck!!!
A comfortable (shade/shelter) and connected walking environment with active uses
linking major elements like rail stations, parks, and offices.
Mixed use development
Easier public transport access through improved frequencies and better connections to
more destinations, and vibrant night life (bars, cafes, etc) that is not dominated by
Macquarie Centre.
Walking connections to public transport must be improved. More active spaces and street
frontages. More pedestrian friendly streetscapes. More convenient access to services
such as chemist, supermarket etc.
This area is too congested. The Australian way of living (house with back yard) has been
lost in this area. Too many people forced to live on top of each other which adds to the
congestion on local roads. This area is destroying neighbouring suburbs.
Much more lunch time options for workers in the business park, reintroduce a shuttle bus
for workers to/from Macquarie Centre. a safer environment for pedestrians including
wider footpaths and slowing down cars
I would like the place to be not overcrowded in the residential areas
Best-practice balance of commercial, retail and community spaces. ACTIVELY
encourage non-vehicular transport modes: especially cycling and walking. My specific
comment: the RTA co-funded building the Shrimptons Creek shared cycle path but this is
an example of poor design. During the "winter “months (May to August) the route is
dangerous (and stressful) to use during early morning and evening commutes because it
is unlit. Many cyclists use high-powered headlights to see where they are going and to
spot pedestrians (and their dogs), which blinds other path users. The path is poorly
maintained by Ryde Council (vegetation and soil wash off) so the path becomes
narrowed in places. Government can’t claim to be building infrastructure if it isn't "fit for
purpose"
Accessible suburb with good public transport links to reduce current congestion on roads
More public schools
Like a planned centre
Has to have better/safe pedestrian access across major intersections.
I guess it will end up being like Singapore so some extra places under the high rise
housing to eat would be nice. Also retails space from the station underground to
Macquarie centre like at Town Hall would be nice too.
Higher density but better traffic management through back streets
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Family friendly
Good high school, affordable housing, express bus routes
Area needs more High schools. Increasing population due to high rise development and
no consideration of impact to schooling, particularly high school
The area currently had a family oriented feel, I would like that encouraged
Family living, facilities for kids, access to good schools particularly high school
Good location for families without being too far from city and local work opportunities.
I would like proper neighbourhoods no apartments quieter roads
Great connections to its environment, convenience and easy to get in and out of
I don’t think the precinct is that attractive. Is very difficult to get in and out of, and I can't
imagine going there unless I need to. Ryde is already overcrowded and congested
without adding more people
If public transport could be improved and the area made more pedestrian friendly this
could be a model business district. A lot of what is needed is already there. A shuttle to
get people from offices to Macquarie centre without driving would help
Quiet and peaceful
People will want to live here if we can create a great village atmosphere with plenty of
green parks with kids playgrounds and with coffee shops and not turn it into a concrete
jungle which is what happened Chatswood. We are desperate for High Schools and
primary schools. We need parks for kids to play in so they do not just sit in front of the
TV which cause obesity in children and young adults. We are short of playing fields for
soccer, AFL etc as this area is being turned into apartments. There are major traffic
congestion on Epping and Lane Cove Road which starts at 7am in the morning and 3pm
in the afternoon
I'd like it to be a mix of residential and commercial property, and not very high rise
buildings. More schools to take in the already growing number of kids.
More schools, primary and high school, better roads, better health centres, houses only no apartments, more areas of community parks
people will want to spend more time in Macquarie Park if it becomes a community space,
rather than a business Park next to a university
We need more schools!
Community feel and proximity to the city
I would like to see less traffic. More apartments means more traffic
This is a central and convenient location to live and work. More schools and green space
are required to keep it a fantastic area. With the increasing development, Macquarie Park
risks becoming an overcrowded and congested suburb of there is no investment in
community spaces
I know that I DON'T want Macquarie Park to continue on its path of over-development
and lack of services and infrastructure. There are too many cars on Lane Cove Road and
there aren't enough public services such as schools and too much pressure on RNSH.
To be a vibrant mixed use CBD. One that sees you living and working in the same area
but is easily accessible to public transport and also connected to other CBDs
Job opportunities demand nearby housing to reduce travel time
vibrant community
More apartment blocks with more housing and entertainment facilities
A good safe community is required
Convenience
I would like Macquarie Park to be saved from rampant development.
Maintain ecosystem.
Vibrant residential community
More green spaces, less cars parked on the roads (i.e. underground parking in new
apartment buildings), traffic that runs smoother and a community feeling where residents
can meet in parks/sports areas.
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Macquarie Park in the future, as now, will be a hated log-jamb of traffic along Lane Cove
Road in mornings and afternoons. People will not want to live there if it takes 1 hour to
traverse it. The Waterloo Road Lane Cove Road intersection is the main problem, with
the major arterial no longer getting traffic light phasing priority. A level intersection here
no longer works satisfactorily - the money realised by the up-zoning should be used, in
part, to fund major engineering upgrades. This survey demonstrates that planners are not
adequately considering the traffic Armageddon as it doesn't feature prominently in the
survey question selections
TOD
Living in Macquarie Park will give you quick access to transport and recreational areas.
Working there will have all the benefits of a city without the pitfalls
more mixed uses
Central, lots of green trees and parks, by lane Cove national park, mix of people, old
young, multicultural and also mixed demographic
multiple possibilities for work and play/recreation
a place that looks lively during the day and night, weekday and weekend, for all ages and
capability
In the near future (end 2017 to mid 2018) the train line will NOT be closed during weak
days because the upgrade work will be carried out at night between 9 pm and 6 am and
at weekends. The traffic will flow smoothly through the new underpass intersections at
Ryde Road / Talavera Road and Ryde Road / Waterloo Road. The peak hour congestion
that extends from the Epping Road on ramp from Ryde Road to Delhi Road will be
resolved by a through traffic toll (free for local vehicles) on the newly duelled Delhi Road
to Chatswood road. The heavy trucks will be fitted with particulate filters, will be Euro-6
and fitted with silencers, making it more pleasant to walk along Ryde Road. The traffic
lights will give priority to pedestrians (as in Victoria) when traffic is stopped at
intersections and the crossing button is pressed. The new cycle tracks that will separate
cyclists from traffic and pedestrians will make it a pleasure to cycle to work. There will be
restaurants and cafes open at weekends to service the 1200 new apartments at North
Ryde Station. The beautiful granite paving that was laid all over 2113 post code in 2015
will have been cleaned of the utility company graffiti and the last bits completed. The
obstructive pavement furniture such as above ground utility poles, bus stops and traffic
signs that block busy footpaths will have been moved or removed. The new light rail line
in the centre of Ryde Road will give a public transport option to people living in St Ives
and the Northern Beaches to the north and Olympic Park and Top Ryde to the South. I
could go on but my thought bubble was pricked by reality.
Modern city catering for young families, professionals and retirees with increased
amenity and access to a range of state of art facilities
Activated
It needs to have a lot less traffic congestion, have better outdoor gathering spaces and
markets. Better entertainment facilities, encourage more restaurants and cafes. It also
needs to have new housing development other than apartments. Mostly though there
should be greater parking facilities for local residents who are slightly too far away to
walk to train and bus stops. This is one of the greatest frustrations I hear as a person
who works and has lived in the area
More vibrant and people orientated, finer grain and walkable community
All conveniences nearby
Operating like a great CBD- good transport, good amenities!
a range of facilities to provide employment and entertainment
It needs to have mixed use with a focus on residential to increase activity and attraction
to the area. there is no activity and nothing to do and no critical mass to encourage it
It needs a good mix of residential blocks with lots of integrated dining and drinking
venues
Innovative, state-of-the-art
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